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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides a state of the art analysis of the Mobile IPv6 alternatives under study
within different standardization forums, e.g., IETF, and other experimental approaches currently
published in the scientific literature, describing how these proposals could affect the future
deployment of mobility and security as a service in operational environments.
In order to assess the identified technologies, a set of evaluation criteria is defined. This ensures
that all the relevant features of the mobility management systems are evaluated in a consistent
way, and enables a straightforward comparison of the different solutions.
The analyzed technologies are the following:
•

Host Identity Protocol (HIP). HIP is a network protocol intended to maintain shared IPlayer state between end hosts. HIP provides decoupling between the IP network address
and the host identifier, and hence communication continues even on IP address changes.

•

Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) and related technologies such as FARA. i3
proposes an overlay-based indirection infrastructure that offers a rendezvous-based
communication abstraction, decoupling the act of sending a packet from the act of
receiving it. FARA is a more experimental approach, defining a new organization of
network architecture concepts, but it is based on the same indirection principle.

•

Site Multihoming by IPv6 Intermediation (SHIM6). SHIM6 is a multihoming solution
for IPv6 based on the addition of a new network sub-layer. This new layer allows for
separating the well known IP location-identifier association by managing a group of
assigned IP address and providing to the upper layers a single fixed address.

•

Network-based Localized Mobility Management (NetLMM) and Proxy Mobile IPv6
(PMIPv6). NetLMM and PMIPv6 are two alternative technologies that perform localized
mobility management, allowing a MN to move from one access router to another inside
the same organization in a transparent way. This kind of localized management allows
for the reduction in mobility signaling traffic and the improvement of handover
performance. One of the most remarkable features is that they work with unmodified
(legacy) MNs.

After the assessment of each mobility management solution, the most interesting and deployable
technologies are selected for further study and improvements within the second year of the
ENABLE project.

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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INTRODUCTION

This deliverable provides a state of the art analysis of the Mobile IPv6 alternatives under study
within different standardization forums, e.g., IETF, and other experimental approaches currently
published in the scientific literature, describing how these proposals could affect the future
deployment of mobility and security as a service in operational environments.
In order to assess the identified technologies, a set of evaluation criteria is defined in Section 2.
This ensures that all the relevant features of the mobility management systems described in this
document are evaluated in a consistent way, and enables a straightforward comparison of the
different solutions. A summary table is provided in Section 8 in order to sum up the evaluations
and to allow the reader to easily compare the technologies.
Section 3 describes and evaluates the Host Identity Protocol (HIP), a network protocol intended
to maintain shared IP-layer state between end hosts. HIP provides decoupling between the IP
network address and the host identifier, and hence communication continues even on IP address
changes. It also provides integrity protection and optional encryption for upper-layer protocols
(i.e. TCP and UDP).
The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) and other related technologies, such as FARA, are
evaluated in Section 4. i3 proposes an overlay-based indirection infrastructure that offers a
rendezvous-based communication abstraction, decoupling the act of sending a packet from the
act of receiving it. FARA is a more experimental approach, defining a new organization of
network architecture concepts, but it is based on the same indirection principle.
Section 5 assesses SHIM6, a multi-homing solution for IPv6 based on the addition of a new
network sub-layer (shim). This new layer allows for separating the well known IP locationidentifier association by managing a group of assigned IP address and providing to the upper
layers a fixed address called a ULID. Since new locations can be added and deleted dynamically,
mobility is also allowed.
Finally, sections 6 and 7 evaluate NetLMM and PMIPv6, two alternative technologies that
perform localized mobility management, allowing a MN to move from one access router to
another inside the same organization in a transparent way. This kind of localized management
allows for the reduction in mobility signaling traffic and the improvement of handover
performance. One of the most remarkable features is that they work with unmodified (legacy)
MNs. The main difference between them is that PMIPv6 leverages the MIPv6 design and tries to
re-use as much as possible what is already there, in particular the home agent (HA), while
NetLMM is a new design that has the potential for being a more optimized solution, especially

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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with reference to the security architecture, but it requires the deployment of new functionality
(i.e. a local mobility anchor) in addition to the MIPv6 HA.
In the conclusions section, the most interesting and deployable technologies are selected for
further study and improvements within the second year of the ENABLE project.

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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EVALUATION CRITERIA

2.

In order to compare different mobility management systems and their associated protocols, a set
of evaluation criteria is specified in this document. Each mobility management system is
evaluated against these criteria. It should be noted that some of these criteria are absolute (A),
while others are relative (R). An example of an absolute criterion is “support for simultaneous
movement of both endpoints of a communication session”. Such a criterion can either be met, or
not be met by a given mobility management system. By contrast, a relative criterion such as
“scalability” can be met with respect to a certain degree, e.g. to a “medium” or “high” degree.
Whether or not a particular mobility management system meets a given criterion depends on the
properties of the system. This section shows the criteria and a brief description of the properties
on which they depend. Note that the relationship between criteria and properties in n:m, i.e. a
single property can influence whether or not multiple criteria are met, and vice versa. Also note
that the list of properties in this table is not exhaustive, i.e. a given mobility management system
may possess critical properties that are not listed in the table.
The evaluation criteria are classified in the following categories:
•

Functional criteria. Evaluate features of the mobility management system, such as
support for multihoming, flexible placement of service elements, scalability, and other
functional aspects of the system.

•

Deployment criteria. These criteria take into account the possible issues that would be
encountered during the deployment of the mobility management system, from estimated
deployment and operation efforts to more specific aspects such as support for legacy
hosts and transparency for legacy applications.

•

Security criteria. Criteria related to the availability of mechanisms that enable the
mobility management system to defend itself against misuses of the mobility features,
such as stealing of legitimate addresses, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and
eavesdropping attacks.

•

Performance criteria. Include aspects relevant to the performance of the mobility
management system, such as support for routing and signaling optimizations, and
minimization of packet loss during the handover process.

•

Additional properties. Individual systems may have some unique properties that may
be important when one must choose one out of many systems. Due to fact that such
properties are only important in specific circumstances, it may not be reasonable to
regard them as major criteria.
22/12/2006 – v2.1
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Table 2-1 enumerates each criterion, including its type (absolute or relative) and a brief
description. Relativity modifiers are defined for every relative criterion.
Table 2-1:

Evaluation criteria

Functional Criteria
Criterion

Description

Support for simultaneous
movement of both
endpoints (A)

The system supports simultaneous movement of both endpoints by
using a rendezvous service, DNS-based techniques or any other
techniques.

Support for simultaneous
use of multiple interfaces

This criterion evaluates the availability of multihoming support, by
which the MN can gain access to the Internet through multiple links

(multihoming) (A)

simultaneously and dynamically switch links while moving.
Multihoming support enables load sharing techniques, coupling of
streams to interfaces, reachability tests on multiple address pairs,
etc.

Support for flexible

The system supports flexible placement of service elements if the

placement of service
elements (R)

involved mobility anchor can be deployed in the home network (i.e.
the network to which the IP address used by the MN to
communicate belongs to), visited network, and/or third party
network.
Relativity modifiers:
Home only, Home or visited, Third-party only, Any

Robustness level and
failover support (R)

This criterion evaluates the system’s support for failure recovery
and its overall robustness level.
Relativity modifiers:
None

If some component fails, all MNs lose their
connections.

Partial

System automatically recovers after failures.

Full

System functions are redundant, i.e. even in
the presence of failures, MNs continue to get
service.

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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This criterion evaluates how many MNs per domain the system
supports, and how many movements per unit time.
Relativity modifiers:
Low, Medium, High
Deployment Criteria

Criterion

Transparency to legacy
applications (A)

Description

This criterion evaluates if the mobility management mechanism is
transparent and doesn’t require changes to current services and
applications. When evaluating this criterion the following points
should be considered:
If applications on both MN and Correspondent Node (CN)
continue to identify communication partner based on a
socket.
The layer where the mobility solution is located.
If new (global or not) namespaces are introduced by the
solution.

Support for legacy hosts
(R)

This criterion evaluates whether the mobility management system
offers support for legacy hosts. This support implies that no
modifications to the legacy host operating system, network stack,
etc. are needed.
Relativity modifiers:

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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Support for legacy MNs only.

CN only

Support for legacy CNs only.

Both

Support for both legacy MNs and CNs.

None

No support for legacy hosts.
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This criterion evaluates how much effort is required to deploy the
system. When evaluating this criterion one should consider the
number of new architectural entities that must be deployed, as well
as the need for different providers to sign agreements.
Relativity modifiers:
Low, Medium, High

Operational Effort (R)

This criterion evaluates the number of entities that must be
regularly monitored. This includes the number of times that the
entities have to be re-configured, and how often manual re-keying
is necessary.
Relativity modifiers:
Low, Medium, High

Need to deploy new
security infrastructure (R)

This criterion evaluates the system’s need for the deployment of a
new security infrastructure. This may include:
Deployment of new MN-specific long term credentials.
Deployment of new long term credentials to enable roaming
partners to communicate securely.
Possibility of using the system with existing infrastructure,
such as AAA or web PKI.
Relativity modifiers:
No need

System can completely rely on existing
infrastructure.

Partial need System only needs partial deployment of
new security infrastructure components.
Full need
Maturity (R)

MNs need new long-term credentials.

This criterion evaluates whether the mobility management system is
being implemented and, if yes, to what extent.
Relativity modifiers:
Low, Medium, High

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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Security Criteria
Criterion

DoS resistance (R)

Description

This criterion evaluates the capability of the mobility management
solution to protect itself against DoS attacks.
Relativity modifiers:
Low, Medium, High

Support for location
privacy (A)

This criterion evaluates whether the mobility system offers support
for location privacy.
Performance Criteria

Criterion

Support for packet loss
minimization (R)

Description

This criterion evaluates whether the system can handle routing of
packets when the point of attachment of the MN changes,
preserving on-going sessions at transport layer or above. For this,
the system might support the identifier/locator split paradigm. This
could also be coupled with techniques that reduce packet loss
during handover.
Relativity modifiers:
Low

Applications insensitive to packet
loss/reordering are supported.

Medium

Applications sensitive to loss/reordering are
supported.

High

Real-time applications (e.g. VoIP) are
supported.

Support for routing

This criterion evaluates whether the system uses triangular routing

optimization (A)

or routing optimizations to enable direct MN/CN routing.

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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This criterion evaluates the existence of multiple, hierarchically
deployed mobility anchors.
Relativity modifiers:

2.1

None

Every handover involves signaling
back to home domain.

Some

Handover signaling goes back to
intermediate anchor.

Full

Signaling may stay within current domain.

Reference Mobile IPv6 Assessment

This section contains an assessment of Mobile IPv6 based on the evaluation criteria defined in
the previous section. This assessment will be used as a reference for the reader, and will make
very simple to verify if a particular technology improves some aspect of MIPv6. The version of
MIPv6 evaluated in this section includes the base protocol defined in [RFC3775] and [RFC3776],
as well as the extensions defined in [ENA-D1.2] (i.e. AAA interfaces with the HA, dynamic
bootstrapping and HA load sharing).
2.1.1
•

Functional assessment
Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
MIPv6 uses binding updates through the HAs associated to each endpoint to support
simultaneous movement of end hosts.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
MIPv6 alone does not support end host multi-homing.

•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
The mobility anchor in MIPv6 is the HA located in the home network. The relativity
modifier for this criterion is Home only.

•

Robustness level and failover support
The mobility anchor in MIPv6 is the HA. If this anchor fails, all MNs lose their
connections. The relativity modifier for this criterion is None.

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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Scalability
The mobility anchor in MIPv6 is the HA. Since a group of MNs share the same HA, the
amount of work to be done by that HA will be increased for each new MN that joins the
group. However, if route optimization is used, the work of this HA becomes significantly
lower, since the HA does not need to route all the MN traffic. Note that the use of route
optimization is not a decision on the part of the HA, so the number of MNs that a HA can
support varies with the amount that support routing optimization.
The extensions to the MIPv6 base protocol proposed in [ENA-D1.2] include HA load
balancing schemas and dynamic bootstrapping of the mobility service that may be used to
distribute the load among a number of different HAs, and improve the scalability of the
system, so the relativity modifier for this criterion is High.

2.1.2
•

Deployment assessment
Transparency to legacy applications
MIPv6 is a network layer protocol, so it enables the mobile node to maintain the
combination between the network layer IPv6 address and the transport layer socket
address in mobility. MIPv6 does not introduce new global namespaces thus has legacy
applications compatibility.

•

Support for legacy hosts
MIPv6 supports communication with a legacy IPv6 correspondent node when route
optimization mode is not used. The relativity modifier for this criterion is CN only as the
MN must support MIPv6.

•

Deployment Effort
MIPv6 needs at least a HA entity in each home network supporting mobility. When all
the mobility parameters are statically provisioned, the deployment effort would be
limited to the deployment of the HAs. However, the more flexible architecture defined in
[ENA-D1.2] (with dynamic configuration of mobility via bootstrapping solutions)
implies a higher number of architectural entities (e.g. AAA clients, proxies, servers, etc.)
that would have to be deployed, so the relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Operational Effort
The entities to be monitored are the HAs and the nodes of the AAA infrastructure.
Although IPsec SAs between MN and HA are often rekeyed automatically by a keying

22/12/2006 – v2.1
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protocol (i.e. IKEv2), it may be necessary to change/refresh the pre-shared keys or
certificates used in the MN authentication.
The relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.
•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
The security in MIPv6 is given by protecting MIPv6 signaling (and optionally all) traffic
using IPsec. Usually, MIPv6 IPsec SAs are created using a keying protocol like IKEv2.
Since this kind of protocol allows for the utilization of existing AAA infrastructure or
certificates based on a PKI with little or no change, the relativity modifier for this
criterion is No need.

•

Maturity
MIPv6 has not been deployed in an operational environment yet. However, the
technology has been developed by the IETF since middle of 1990s and the basic
specification was standardized in 2004, with a number of available implementations and
ongoing extensions to security enhancements, load sharing and possible multihoming
support. In this sense it could be regarded as a highly mature technology, so the relativity
modifier is High.

2.1.3
•

Security assessment
DoS resistance
When MIPv6 signaling is authenticated (using IPsec or RFC 4285), most DoS attacks
against MIPv6 can be avoided. However, some kinds of DoS attacks are inevitable.
Therefore the relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Support for location privacy
As described in [MIP6LPPS], MIPv6 provides location privacy when no routing
optimization is used and when ESP encryption of inner IP packet is used between MN
and HA.

2.1.4
•

Performance assessment
Support for packet loss minimization
In MIPv6, the changes of CoA must be notified to the HA (and to the CN if route
optimization is being used). Since the CoA change notifications are reactive, the HA (or
CN) may send some packets to the old CoA until they update the Binding Update Cache.
This may lead to a significant loss of packets, particularly in the case where the HA is
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assigned in a network situated far away from the current location of the roaming user.
This problem can be mitigated by bootstrapping a new HA situated closer to the visited
network.
Hence, applications sensitive to loss are not supported, as there will always be a
significant packet loss, so the relativity modifier for this criterion is Low.
•

Support for routing optimization
MIPv6 supports route optimization, allowing the CN to directly route packets to the
MN’s CoA, rather than through the home network. This improves latency, robustness and
reduces home network congestion.

•

Support for signaling optimization
When using MIPv6, each handover is always performed with the HA located in the home
domain. Therefore, the relativity modifier for this criterion is None.

2.1.5

Additional properties

No additional properties have been identified.
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HOST IDENTITY PROTOCOL

3.

3.1

Overview and Objectives

The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) framework is currently developed and standardized in the IETF
HIP working group. One of its objectives - which is the most relevant for this study - is the
provision of mobility support for end hosts; however, HIP supports not only mobility, but also
other features like multihoming and security.
The HIP framework consists of:
•

A new HIP namespace.

•

The Host Identity Protocol itself.

•

Mechanisms to transport user data (so far only ESP transport is defined).

•

Mechanisms to support end-host mobility and multihoming.

•

A new infrastructure component, the rendezvous server, that is used for mobility purpose.

•

A new DNS resource record that can store Host Identities and Host Identity Tags together
with IP addresses under a certain domain name.

•

A service registration mechanism that can be used, for example, by mobile nodes to
register at a rendezvous server.

3.1.1

Current situation in the Internet

Currently there are just two important namespaces in the Internet: IP addresses and DNS names.
Thereby, an IP address has two roles. From the network point of view an IP address is used as
locator for an interface in the Internet, since it is used by routing protocols to find the path to the
interface. From the application point of view an IP address is used as host identifier and
applications expect that the host identifier is stable during sessions.
This situation has some deficiencies. First of all, the network layer is coupled with the transport
layer, e.g. the TCP checksum calculation has source and destination IP address as parameters.
This means that both layers cannot evolve independently. Furthermore, an IP address couples the
locator of an interface with an end point name (identifier), which means that in case of a readdressing (e.g. due to a mobile node changing its point of attachment to the Internet) the
identifier changes as well. As a result, application sessions, which are bound to identifiers, have
to be terminated and re-established for the new address. Moreover, authentication for systems
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and datagrams is not provided by default; however, depending on the scenario, this may or may
not be a requirement.
3.1.2

HIP approach

The HIP approach is based on the introduction of a new namespace and a new kind of shim layer
between network and transport layer in all HIP-enabled hosts. The HIP framework removes the
identifier role from IP addresses and uses host identifiers instead. Transport layer sockets are no
longer bound to IP addresses but to host identifiers (more precisely to the host identity
representations, e.g. HITs and LSIs, see below) that do not change in case of a re-addressing
event. This enables seamless mobility, i.e. application sessions are not interrupted in case of readdressing. Additionally, the HIP framework provides support for host authentication prior to
any communication as well as mandatory support for secure communication by deploying ESP.
Furthermore, since transport layer sockets are not bound to network layer addresses, transport
sessions can span different network address realms without losing end-to-end transparency, e.g.
session can span private and global address realms or IPv4 and IPv6 realms.
3.1.3

Host Identity namespace

Additional to the DNS namespace and the IP namespace, the HIP architecture relies on a third
namespace: the host identity namespace. Each host gets assigned at least one Host Identifier (HI)
that identifies the host uniquely. However, more than one HI can be assigned to a single entity.
In order to support security, the HI represents the public key of an asymmetric public/private key
pair. The HIP layer manages the dynamic binding of HIs to IP addresses.
In protocols and processes it is beneficial to have fixed length parameters. Therefore, a Host
Identity Tag (HIT) or a Local Scope Identifier (LSI) is used instead to represent the HI. The Host
Identity Tag (HIT) is a 128 bit hash value of the HI that can be used in IPv6-sized address
structures. Due to its length (128 bit) it is unlikely that two HITs of different HIs are equal.
Nevertheless, in such a case the HI (the public key) would make the difference. The Local Scope
Identifier (LSI) is a 32 bit datum of the HI that can be used in IPv4-sized address structures in
IPv4-based protocols and APIs. Due to its short length (32 bit) uniqueness is not assured and
therefore its scope is only local.
3.1.4

Host Identity Protocol itself

As mentioned above, the host identity protocol is only one component of the HIP framework.
HIP consists of a frame format for the HIP header, several specified message types, and the HIP
base exchange that is used to establish a secure HIP association between two HIP peers prior to
any communication. So far, the HIP header format is only defined for HITs, not for LSIs. HIP
packets start with a HIP header next to the IP header that contains e.g. the HIT of the packet
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sender, the HIT of the packet receiver, and HIP parameters. So far 8 different HIP packet types
are defined, as shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: HIP packet types

I1

The HIP Initiator packet

R1

The HIP Responder packet

I2

The second HIP Initiator packet

R2

The second HIP Responder packet

UPDATE

The HIP Update packet, that is used to inform a peer about new IP
addresses or to trigger re-keying of an ESP security association

NOTIFY

The HIP Notify packet, which is optional and may be used to provide
information to a peer

CLOSE

The HIP Association Closing packet

CLOSE_ACK

The HIP Association Closing Acknowledgment packet

The first four packets are used in the HIP base exchange protocol which is used for mutual peer
authentication (see section 3.2).
It is important to note that currently there is no user data transported in HIP packets. User data is
transported via other mechanisms like the ESP transport format (see below). Therefore, the HIP
header itself means no overhead to user data transport.
3.1.5

Interoperability with legacy networks

Although some proposals exist in individual drafts, an important aspect when evaluating HIP is
that so far no HIP proxy has been specified in an IETF standard or working group draft. A HIP
proxy is required to connect HIP-enabled networks with non-HIP-enabled networks. This means
that it is up to now not clear how non-HIP nodes can establish communication with HIP nodes
and vice versa.
3.1.6

Status

So far the IETF HIP working group has produced one informational RFC (RFC4423) [HIP Arch]
that describes the HIP architecture and six working group drafts that specify:
•

HIP itself [HIP Base].

•

Support for mobility and multihoming [HIP MM].
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•

ESP transport of user data [HIP ESP].

•

A rendezvous mechanism [HIP RVS].

•

A DNS extension [HIP DNS].

•

And a registration mechanism [HIP Reg].

Although the HIP specification is not yet standardized, there are already some HIP
implementations available. The BSD implementation has been done by Ericsson Research in
Finland, NomadicLab, in the "HIP for inter.net" project [HIP4Internet]. The Linux
implementation has been done by both the InfraHIP project [InfraHIP] and the OpenHIP project
[OpenHIP]. The windows and OSX implementations are developed by the OpenHIP project
[OpenHIP].

3.2

HIP Base Exchange

The objectives of the HIP base exchange are to create a HIP association between two HIPenabled hosts, between the Initiator (I) and the Responder (R), prior to any data exchange
between both peers. It is a two-party cryptographic protocol for creation of a shared secret via a
Diffie-Hellman exchange. The message flow is given in Figure 3-1.
Initiator (I)

Responder (R)

I1
R1(puzzle, DH-R, HIP-Transform, HI-R, sig)
- check sig
- solve puzzle

- select precomputed R1

I2(solution, DH-I, HIP-Transform, {HI-I}, HMAC, sig)

R2(HMAC, sig)

- check solution
- check HMAC and sig

- check HMAC and
sig

Figure 3-1:

HIP base exchange

The Initiator (I) triggers the HIP base exchange by sending an I1 message to the Responder (R).
In [HIP Base] it is mentioned that other triggers are possible as well but not specified so far. I1
contains the HIT of itself and the HIT of the Responder. Although the HIT of the Responder may
be omitted for HIP opportunistic mode, this has security issues (e.g. vulnerability to man-in-themiddle attacks) and is not recommendable.
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Upon receiving an I1 message, the Responder replies with an R1 message. Most parameters in
R1 can be pre-computed, which is important to be resistant against DoS attacks. For instance, an
attacker may send a high number of I1 messages to a single Responder; however, being precomputed, creating R1 and responding means similar effort than creating I1, so an attacker has to
commit similar resources.
R1 contains a puzzle that has to be solved by the Initiator, the Diffie-Hellman key of R (DH-R),
the HIP-Transform parameters that signal the cryptographic algorithms supported by R, the
public key (HI) of R, and the signature of the message using the private key of R corresponding
to HI (some fields are set to zero to enable pre-computing).
The Initiator checks the signature by using the public key (HI-R) received via R1, solves the
puzzle, and replies with an I2 message containing the solution of the puzzle, the Diffie-Hellmann
key of I (DH-I), information about the cryptographic algorithms selected by I (via the HIPTransform parameter), the public key of I (HI-I), which may be encrypted by applying the
already created shared secret, an HMAC computed over the HIP packet excluding the HMAC
and subsequent parameters, and a signature of the HIP packets deploying the private key of I.
R verifies the signature and the solution and, in case both checks are successful, sends an R2
message to I, containing an HMAC and a signature, which are verified by I after reception.
After this process, both peers have successfully authenticated each other and have created a
shared secret that can be used afterwards for securing the communication between them.

3.3

ESP Transport

User data exchanged between two HIP-enabled peers is not transported in HIP packets but via
other transport mechanisms. So far, only the ESP transport is specified and its support is
mandatory in HIP compliant implementations. ESP is used similar as specified in [RFC2406];
more precisely it is stated that "The HIP ESP packet looks exactly the same as the IPsec ESP
transport format packet" with reference to [ESP]. However, this draft has expired already.
During the HIP base exchange a pair of Security Associations (SAs) are created between the peer
hosts (Initiator and Responder). The SAs are bound to HITs, not to IP addresses. This has the
advantage that re-addressing of IP addresses (e.g. due to a mobility event) have no effect on the
SAs and require no SA renegotiation. For ESP processing, the peer hosts use the keying material
generated during the base exchange.
Note that for processing TCP and UDP checksums headers, the IPv6 pseudo header format is
used, even in case of IPv4 addresses, and HITs are used in place of IPv6 addresses.
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For outgoing packets, first the ESP header is calculated (using HITs), second, HITs are replaced
by IP addresses where present, and, third, the packets are sent out. For incoming packets, first, IP
addresses are replaced by HITs, afterwards ESP is processed further, e.g. integrity verification
and authentication is performed, and the packet is forwarded to upper layers. For identifying the
right association between IP addresses and HITs, the ESP Security Parameter Indexes (SPIs) is
used.

3.4

Mobility

A key aspect of HIP for the investigation in this study is its support for mobility. As described
above, one objective of the HIP framework is to facilitate mobility by decoupling IP addresses
and transport sockets, i.e. transport sockets are not bound to IP addresses. As a result, a readdressing of a network interface does not require a change of the transport layer socket. A
requirement, of course, is that any peer node of the mobile node gets informed about the new IP
address of the mobile node. In the HIP framework this is performed by an UPDATE message
exchange.
The protocol stack of a HIP-enabled host in case the ESP transport is deployed is given in Figure
3-2.
Transport layer sockets (e.g. TCP)
bound to HITs, not IP addresses

TCP
HIP
ESP
transport

Mobility /
Multihoming

IP

ESP: Binding between HITs and
IP addresses signalled via SPI:
{HIT_s, HIT_d, SPI} <-> {IP_s, IP_d, SPI}

IP addresses

Figure 3-2:

ESP transport

Transport layer sockets are bound to HITs. The IP layer, of course, uses IP addresses. Mapping
between the two namespaces is performed by the HIP layer, e.g. the HIP layer keeps track of the
association between source and destination HIT and source and destination IP address. The
association is indexed by the SPI value. The mobility and multihoming mechanism of the HIP
layer assures updating of these associations in case of a mobility event.
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UPDATE message exchange

An UPDATE message contains a LOCATOR parameter that includes zero or more Locators.
Each Locator include a traditional network addresses such as an IPv4 or IPv6 address and may
include further information, e.g. ESP SPI, transport port numbers, or IPv6 Flow Labels.
The UPDATE message contains the following parameters:
•

HIP message header:
o SRC HIT: the HIT of the sender of the UPDATE message.
o DST HIT: the receiver of the UPDATE message.

•

UPDATE message specific parameters present in every UPDATE packet:
o HMAC: HMAC computed over the HIP packet excluding the HMAC itself and
any following parameters.
o HIP_SIGNATURE: signature over the HIP packet (using the private key
corresponding to the respective HI) excluding the signature itself and any
subsequent parameters.

•

UPDATE message parameters that are used in some UPDATE packets:
o SEQ: gives the sequence number of UPDATE message.
o ACK: is present in UPDATE messages that acknowledge the reception of another
UPDATE message; it gives the sequence number of the UPDATE message it
acknowledges.
o ESP_INFO: beside some other parameters, the ESP_INFO field contains the old
and the new SPI value of the ESP SA. In case old and new SPIs are different, this
signals to perform re-keying.
o LOCATOR: contains zero or more Locators that give information about alternate
IP addresses of the sender (and some additional information like SPI, ports, etc).
o ECHO_REQUEST/ECHO_RESPONSE: contains a nonce that is used for address
reachability verification.

The address update process consists of a three way handshake as given in Figure 3-3. For the
sake of simplicity, parameters that are present in every UPDATE message are omitted in the
diagram.
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Mobile Host

Peer Host

UPDATE (ESP_INFO, LOCATOR, SEQ)

UPDATE (ESP_INFO, SEQ, ACK, ECHO_REQUEST)

UPDATE (ACK, ECHO_RESPONSE)

Figure 3-3:

UPDATE message exchange

The update process starts in case the mobile host recognizes a mobility (or multihoming) event
and sends an UPDATE message to its peer host, containing a LOCATOR parameter that informs
the peer host about the current IP address(es) of the mobile node. The peer host acknowledges
the reception of the UPDATE message by replying with another UPDATE message, which is
once again acknowledged by the mobile node via another UPDATE message.
The parameters ECHO_REQUEST and ECHO_RESPONSE are used in the second and third
UPDATE message for address reachability verification, i.e. the receiver of an UPDATE message
verifies that the mobile node is really reachable under its claimed new address by comparing the
values of the ECHO_REQUEST and ECHO_RESPONSE values.
Please note that all UPDATE messages of this exchange are protected via an HMAC and a
signature and the receiver of an UPDATE packet can authenticate the sender and check the
packet's integrity by evaluating the HMAC and signature.
After successful completion of the update process, the involved HIP peers must change local
bindings between HITs and IP addresses. Furthermore, the ESP_INFO parameter in the
UPDATE message can be optionally used to set new SPI values and trigger re-keying.
3.4.2

Rendezvous and registration mechanism

In order to improve reachability of frequently moving mobile HIP nodes, the HIP framework
specifies a rendezvous service [HIP RVS]. A rendezvous client registers its HIT-IP address
mapping via a registration mechanism [HIP Reg] at a rendezvous server (RVS). Afterwards, HIP
nodes that intend to contact the mobile HIP node but do not know the current IP address can
initialize the HIP base exchange by sending the I1 message to RVS, which, in case it has a
registration of a node with the respective HIT in its database, relays the I1 message to the final
destination, the mobile HIP node. For sending the I1 message to the RVS, the Initiator needs to
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know the address of RVS. For this purpose, the HIP framework specifies a new DNS resource
record (see section 3.4.3) that stores for a mobile HIP node the FQDN of its RVS (e.g.
rvs.example.com). When the initiator sends a DNS query for the mobile HIP node with a
QTYPE of "HIP", the DNS response should contain the HIT, the HI, and the domain name of
RVS (e.g. rvs.example.com). Via a second DNS query for the IP address of the RVS, the
initiator obtains the IP address of RVS. This mechanism is described and illustrated in more
detail in sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. The HIP rendezvous mechanism also supports reachability in
case both communication partners (the Initiator and the Responder) are mobile.
The registration service of the HIP framework allows HIP nodes to register with third parties like
rendezvous servers or middleboxes. Although middleboxes are within scope as well, most
interesting here is the registration at a rendezvous server so we will focus on this in the following.
Registration could be performed either:
a) during the standard HIP base exchange process in case the Requester (here the mobile
node) has not already established a HIP association with the rendezvous server, or
b) via an UPDATE message exchange in case the mobile node has already an association
with RVS and just wants to update the registration.
In case a) the HIP base exchange is slightly modified. The Registrar (here the rendezvous server)
sends the R1 message to the Requester (the mobile node) with an additional REG_INFO
parameter, which includes Reg Type parameters that signal the service it provides (the
rendezvous service has Reg Type 1). In case the Requester is interested in a specific service it
appends the I2 message with a REG_REQUEST parameter. In case of a positive answer the
Registrar appends the R2 message with a REG_RESPONSE parameter.
In case b) the mechanism is similar to case a), however, the parameters REG_INFO,
REG_REQUEST, and REG_RESPONSE are transported in UPDATE messages.
The HIP framework so far does not specify how a mobile HIP node gets the IP address (or
FQDN) of a rendezvous server, i.e. how it bootstraps mobility.
3.4.3

Domain Name Service (DNS) extension

The HIP framework proposes a new DNS resource record (RR) type that can store under a
specific HIP node Domain Name:
•

The Host Identity Tag (HIT) of the HIP node.

•

The Host Identifier (public key) of the HIP node.

•

The Domain Names of the rendezvous servers the HIP node has registered with.
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This new RR is important for name resolution. It is assumed that in most cases a HIP node just
knows the domain name of a peer it would like to communicate with but not its HIT. So it
queries a DNS server for a resolution.
Additionally, for supporting the rendezvous service (see section above), a mobile HIP node that
has registered with an RVS stores the domain name of the RVS in this new RR. In case an
Initiator sends a DNS query to the DNS server with the domain name of the mobile node as
parameter, the DNS server responds with the domain name of RVS. This signals the Initiator that
it should send the I1 message of the HIP base exchange via RVS. RVS' HI, HIT, and IP address
are obtained by the Initiator via another two DNS query/response rounds.
3.4.4

HIP initialization process

Having investigated and described the components of the HIP framework, in this section we will
investigate and illustrate the HIP initialization process, i.e. the processes and protocols used and
performed to establish a HIP session in case the Initiator only knows the domain name of a
mobile peer.
The HIP architecture (see Figure 3-4) consists of the Initiator (I) (I may be mobile as well;
however, this scenario is not described in the HIP specification so far), the Responder (R) which
is mobile, a DNS server that supports the new HIP DNS RR type, and a Rendezvous Server
(RVS)
Being mobile, the Responder uses the registration mechanism to register its current HIT-IP
address mapping at the Rendezvous Server (RVS) (see Figure 3-4). Furthermore, R stores in a
HIP resource record its HIT, HI, and domain name of RVS.
Rendezvous
Server (RVS)
HIT <-> IP address
mapping of R

Registration

Initiator (I)

Responder (R)
Mobile Node

DNS Server

Figure 3-4:
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The HIP initialization process starts in case I would like to establish a session with R. I only
knows the domain name of R (e.g. R.domain.com) so it sends a DNS query to one of its DNS
servers. The query has as parameters the FQDN of R and a QTYPE=HIP that signals that the
requester wants to get HI and HIT values back. Having an entry for an RVS domain name in the
HIP RR (e.g. RVS.domain.com), the DNS server response contains additionally to the HIT and
HI of R (HIT-R and HI-R) the FQDN of the RVS server that serves R (see Figure 3-5).
Receiving this DNS response, I will query the DNS server for the IP address of RVS (IP-RVS).
Rendezvous
Server (RVS)

Initiator (I)

Responder (R)
Mobile Node
1

2

3

4

DNS Server

1

DNS query(R.domain.com, QTYPE=HIP)

2

DNS response(HIT-R, HI-R, RVS.domain.com)

3

DNS query(RVS.domain.com, QTYPE=A)

4

DNS response(IP-RVS)

Figure 3-5:

HIP architecture - DNS query

I will send afterwards the I1 message with R's HIT as Receiver HIT (HIT-R) but with RVS' IP
address as destination address (IP-RVS). After reception, RVS will recognize that the Receiver
HIT does not belong to himself but to a mobile HIP node that has registered; therefore RVS will
replace the source IP address of the I1 message with its own (to cope with ingress filtering) and
the destination IP address with R's IP address (IP-R) (see Figure 3-6). Afterwards the HIP base
exchange will continue as usual without involving the RVS any more (see section 3.2), except
some additional parameters for security and debugging purpose (see [HIP RVS] for details).
It has to be noted that the rendezvous server is only involved in relaying the I1 message of the
HIP base exchange towards the responder HIP node. All other HIP base exchange messages and
all data packets are exchanged directly between the communication peers without involving the
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RVS. The RVS may also be involved in relaying the UPDATE message in order to support
simultaneous movement of both HIP nodes (see section 3.4.5).
Rendezvous
Server (RVS)
HIT <-> IP address
mapping of R

I1 (IP-I, IP-RVS,
HIT-I, HIT-R)

I1 (IP-RVS, IP-R,
HIT-I, HIT-R)

Initiator (I)

R1
I2
R2

Responder (R)
Mobile Node

DNS Server
Figure 3-6:

3.4.5

HIP base exchange via RVS

Simultaneous movement of both HIP peers

The document addressing "HIP Mobilility and Multihoming" [HIP MM] does not describe the
simultaneous movement of both HIP nodes and it states that the "simultaneous movement of
both hosts … are not covered by this document." [HIP MM] states that for "simultaneous
mobility of both hosts … there is a need for some helper functionality in the network, such as a
HIP Rendezvous server", which is described in [HIP RVS].
Also in [HIP RVS] the scenario where both HIP nodes are mobile is not described explicitly.
Nevertheless, the RVS mechanism could be used to support this mechanism. In case its
communication partner is mobile as well, the HIP node could send the respective UPDATE
message to the IP address of RVS (serving the HIP peer) instead of sending it directly to the IP
address of the HIP peer (as described in section 3.4.1). Upon reception of the UPDATE message,
containing RVS's IP address as destination IP address but the HIT of the peer as receiver's HIT,
the RVS would recognize that the destination HIT does not belong to itself but to a HIP node it
serves and forward the message, similar as done with the I1 message.
The HIP node would obtain knowledge about its peer being mobile during the initialization
phase when it gets a domain name of a rendezvous server in the DNS response (see section
3.4.4).
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Of course, the process of both HIP peers being mobile simultaneously needs further investigation
and specification in the HIP working group.

3.5

Multihoming

Multihoming refers to a situation where an end host has several parallel communication paths
that it can use. It means a mobile or stationary host is having more than one interface or global
address. The split between identifiers and locators introduced by HIP provides the possibility of
multi-homed host having single identifier, where the multiple IP addresses are independent.
There are two categories of multi-homing: end host multi-homing (the host having several
network interfaces) and site multi-homing (the network where the host is located having
redundant paths towards the external Internet).
3.5.1

Host multihoming

In host multihoming, the host will notify the peer host of the additional interface(s) or
address(es) by using the LOCATOR parameter. When more than one locator is provided to the
peer host, the host will indicate which locator is preferred. Figure 3-7 illustrates the host
multihoming scenario, where HIP host1 has two independent IP addresses.
HIP Host1

HIP Host2

UPDATE (ESP_INFO, LOCATOR (addr1, addr2 ), SEQ)
UPDATE (ESP_INFO, SEQ, ACK, ECHO_REQUEST)
UPDATE (ACK, ECHO_RESPONSE)

Figure 3-7:

3.5.2

Host multihoming illustration

Site multihoming

A host may have an interface that has multiple globally reachable IP addresses. Such a situation
may be a result of the site having multiple upper ISPs or just because the site provides all hosts
with both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. Site multihoming makes the host stay reachable with all or
any subset of the currently available globally routable addresses, independent on how they are
provided. The site multihoming is shown in Figure 3-8.
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ISP1
HIP

Internet

HIP host
Multi-homed Site
(Corporate Network)

HIP
ISP2

Figure 3-8:

3.6

Site multihoming

HIP Assessment

3.6.1
•

Functional assessment
Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
As explained in section 3.4, HIP uses DNS and RVS server to support movement of end
hosts. Mobile HIP hosts register at an RVS server which contains current HI – IP address
mapping. In the case where the current HI – IP address mapping in unknown, a
communication partner sends the I1 message of the HIP base exchange via the RVS
server, which forwards the message to the right receiver. The receiver learns from the I1
message the HI of the sender and its current IP address via a FROM parameter. The
receiver responds with an R1 message containing its current IP address. Therefore, in
case both HIP peers are mobile, both can commence communication.
As explained in section 3.4.5, the rendezvous mechanism could be used to provide
mobility management after session setup has been completed. It has to be noted, however,
that the HIP reference documents [HIP MM] and [HIP RVS] do not specify this scenario
so far.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
The split of identifier and locator in HIP provides natural support for end host multihoming. More than one IP address can be bound to a single HI. It has to be noted,
however, that the specification [HIP MM] currently does not specify detailed policies and
procedures for multihoming, i.e. it is stated: "Although this document defines a basic
mechanism for multihoming, it does not define detailed policies and procedures such as
which locators to choose when more than one pair is available, the operation of
simultaneous mobility and multihoming, source address selection policies (beyond those
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specified in [RFC3484]), and the implications of multihoming on transport protocols and
ESP anti-replay windows.".
•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
The rendezvous point in HIP is the RVS server where a mobile HIP host registers and
updates its HI - IP address mapping while publishing the IP address of the RVS via a new
DNS resource record. The RVS can be placed anywhere so this criterion can be classified
as Any.

•

Robustness level and failover support
Currently failover mechanisms for the rendezvous server (RVS) are not specified which
means that in case the RVS fails all mobile HIP nodes that have registered at this RVS
are no longer reachable by HIP nodes that do not know the current HI – IP address
mapping. Since HIP establishes a direct route between the HIP peers, such a failure has
no impact on existing connections. A failover solution would be that a mobile HIP node
registers at more than one RVS and also publishes more than one RVS records in the
DNS resource record. For opportunistic HIP mode, where the Initiator sends an
opportunistic I1 with a NULL destination HIT in case the Initiator does not know the HIT
of the responder, the RVS server will not be necessary. In this way, the failure of RVS
has no effect to opportunistic HIP mode. However, after all the robustness level and
failover support can be classified as Partial.

•

Scalability
So far there are no experiences about the scalability of HIP. In case we just consider the
scalability of the mobility management in HIP, it is High scalable since only the initial
packet of a session establishment (I1) is routed via the RVS. Of course, movement has to
be slower than the speed that a mobile HIP host needs to update all communication peers.
The update mechanism consists of an exchange of three messages and its duration is
therefore 1.5 times the round trip time plus processing time in each HIP peer; however,
updating of several peers can be done simultaneously.

3.6.2
•

Deployment assessment
Transparency to legacy applications
HIP introduces a new host identity layer between network layer and transport layer and a
new Host Identity namespace. In HIP, transport layer sockets are bound to host identities
instead of IP addresses. Thus HIP does not provide compatibility for legacy applications.
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Support for legacy hosts
In HIP both communication partners have to be HIP-enabled. HIP currently does not
support communication between HIP hosts and legacy hosts. Potentially HIP proxies can
be used to enable HIP between legacy hosts and HIP hosts and already some proposals
exist in individual drafts; however, this needs further standardization effort and therefore
we have to state that currently there is no support for legacy hosts (None).

•

Deployment effort
DNS and RVS servers are necessary for HIP deployment and communication with a
AAA infrastructure for authorizing the rendezvous service, for example. Furthermore, a
new DNS resource record has to be introduced in DNS servers that are used for HIP
mobility support. The major deployment effort, however, is to deploy HIP itself which
means that nodes have to be prepared for HIP communication. Although HIP
opportunistic mode does not require DNS and RVS deployment, taking into account the
installation of both DNS and RVS for a normal HIP communication, the deployment
effort can be marked High.

•

Operational effort
The entities to be monitored are the rendezvous servers and the AAA servers.
Reconfiguration of entities and re-keying is done automatically, e.g. reconfiguration of
the HI – IP address mapping in the RVS. Hence, the operational effort of using HIP is
similar to that of MIPv6 and this criterion is marked Medium.

•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
HIP is designed to provide secure authentication of hosts. In HIP, ESP Security
Associations are setup between the HIP nodes during the Base Exchange. HIP is based on
a public/private key mechanism since a Host Identifier is the public keys of a
public/private key pair. Therefore HIP can be based on PKI infrastructures. Since every
HIP node needs a public/private key pair, the performance of existing PKI infrastructures
may not be enough. Therefore, there is a Partial need to deploy a new security
infrastructure.

•

Maturity
HIP has not been deployed yet. However several implementations are available already,
e.g. "HIP for inter.net" project [HIP4Internet], OpenHIP [OpenHIP], and .InfraHIP
[InfraHIP]. The maturity of HIP is therefore Medium.
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Security assessment
DoS resistance
The HIP base exchange has built-in DoS resistance. The R1 message can be mainly precomputed and the initiator of a session has to commit resources by solving a puzzle
contained in R1 before a session is established successfully. Since any communication
setup involves the HIP base exchange, DoS resistance is always given. Of course, if an
attacker floods the network link that connects the RVS towards the Internet, no new
sessions with a mobile node that the RVS is serving can be established. However, no
current sessions are affected and mobile HIP nodes could have registered by multiple
RVSs. Therefore, this criterion can be marked as High.

•

Support for location privacy
HIP uses a global identifier - the Host Identifier. Furthermore, a HIP node has to inform
its peers about its locators. Therefore, location privacy is not given.

3.6.4
•

Performance assessment
Support for packet loss minimization
HIP provides locator and identifier split, thus provides seamless mobility. Because the IP
addresses are decoupled from the transport layer sockets, the applications are not
interrupted. HIP also supports multihoming. In case a HIP node attaches to a new point of
attachment while the connection to the old point of attachment is still alive, it can still use
the old locator while informing its peers about a new preferred locator. In case a HIP
node attaches to a new point of attachment but the connection to the old point of
attachment is lost, packets sent by the HIP peer towards the mobile HIP node are lost
until the update process is completed. This situation is similar to MIPv6 and this criterion
is marked as Low.

•

Support for routing optimization
HIP is a host-based end to end approach and inherently has direct routing mechanisms.
Already during the HIP base exchange a direct route between the HIP peers is established
and application data is routed directly to the peer node right from the beginning. In this
way, besides in-network IP routing optimizations, additional routing optimization for HIP
is not required.
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Support for signaling optimization
When moving, a HIP node has to inform all its communication peers and rendezvous
servers. There is no support for signaling optimization hence the qualifier is None.

3.6.5
•

Additional properties
Spanning different addressing realms
HIP sessions can span different address realms transparent to the applications.
Addressing realms could be domains with local and global scope addresses, IPv4 and
IPv6 domains, or even new network address domains that may appear in the future

3.7

Conclusions

HIP is clearly a disruptive technology with the objective to change the way nodes in the Internet
are communicating. HIP introduces a new namespace, the Host Identity namespace, and
applications are bound to Host Identifiers that are used to identify each node in the Internet
uniquely while removing the identifier role from IP addresses. Besides other features, the HIP
framework provides mechanisms to support mobility of HIP nodes, e.g. a rendezvous mechanism,
a new DNS resource record, and mobility and multihoming management mechanisms. The
session initialization sequence of a communication between two HIP peers in case one of them is
mobile has been illustrated above.
An advantage of HIP is the separation of locator and identifier that enables to bind applications
to a fixed identifier while the locator (the IP address) may change, which supports for mobility,
multihoming, and sessions across addressing realms. Data communication is routed directly
between the communication peers right from the beginning and not routed via a mobility anchor
point as in MIPv6, for example. Furthermore, HIP has built-in security, e.g. DoS resistance and
mutual authentication prior to any communication.
A clear drawback of HIP is its disruptive nature that requires modifications to applications for
deployment. This makes lots of legacy applications unusable in a HIP environment, which also
means the cost of fully deploying HIP is high. Moreover, although some implementations exist
already, standardization is not mature yet and requires further time and effort. Some problems
are not solved at all so far, e.g. the connection of HIP networks to non-HIP networks, which is
required for a smooth transition. Because of these deficiencies it is not clear when and whether
HIP will be deployed and whether it could replace MIPv6.
In conclusion, HIP is clearly a disruptive technology and is not meant to complement other
mobility management solutions like MIPv6 but to replace them. It is an interesting and beneficial
technology for the future but is not ready to be deployed in short term.
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I3 AND RELATED APPROACHES

This section describes and evaluates the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [I3] and FARA
[FARA]. Since both technologies are based on the same approach, only i3, the most mature and
promising of the two of them, will be fully evaluated and assessed against the evaluation criteria.
FARA will be described and briefly evaluated for the sake of completeness of this deliverable.

4.1
4.1.1

Internet Indirection Infrastructure
Overview

i3 proposes a single overlay network that serves as a general-purpose indirection infrastructure
for the Internet, offering a rendezvous-based communication abstraction. i3 decouples the act of
sending a packet from the act of receiving the packet, so instead of explicitly sending a packet to
a destination, each packet is associated with an identifier, which is then used by the receiver to
obtain delivery of the packet. The delivery is best-effort, so no guarantees are made about packet
delivery.
Figure 4-1 illustrates how two nodes communicate within the i3 service model. When host R
wants to receive packets sent to the identifier id, it inserts a trigger (id, R) in the i3 infrastructure.
Triggers are pairs (id, addr), where id is the identifier of the trigger, and addr is the IP address
and port number of a node. The trigger (id, R) indicates that all packets with an identifier id
should be forwarded by the i3 infrastructure to the node with the address R.
send(id, data)

send(R, data)

id

Sender
(S)

R

Receiver
(R)

Figure 4-1:

Communication between two nodes

The identifier id represents a logical rendezvous between the sender’s packet and the receiver’s
trigger. This level of indirection decouples the act of sending from the act of receiving, and
allows i3 to efficiently achieve the more general communication abstractions of mobility,
multicast and anycast:
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1. Mobility. i3 provides natural support for mobility. Figure 4-2 illustrates how a mobile
host R that moves from one subnet to another, thus changing its address from R1 to R2,
can update its trigger from (id, R1) to (id, R2) to preserve end-to-end connectivity with
the sender S in a completely transparent way. i3 can maintain the connectivity even if
both S and R move simultaneously.
send(R1, data)
send(id, data)

id

Receiver
(R1)

R2

Sender
(S)

send(R2, data)

Figure 4-2:

Receiver
(R2)

Mobility in i3

2. Multicast. A multicast tree can be built by using a hierarchy of triggers, where each
member Ri of a multicast group idg replaces its trigger (idg, Ri) by a chain of triggers (idg,
x1), (x1, x2), …, (xi, Ri). This is completely transparent to the sender, and a packet (idg,
data) will still reach Ri via the triggers chain. An example of an i3 multicast tree is
illustrated in Figure 4-3. The number of triggers with the same identifier represents the
replication factor of a packet at an infrastructure node. Note than in i3 there is no
difference between unicast or multicast packets, so an application can switch between
unicast and multicast by having hosts insert triggers with the same identifier.

R1

id

id’

id

R3

id

R4

id’ R1

R2
id’ R2

R3

Sender
(S)
R4

Figure 4-3:

Multicast tree

3. Anycast. i3 provides support for anycast by allowing inexact matching between
identifiers. The matching is done according to the longest prefix rule. In Figure 4-4,
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receivers R1, R2, R3 insert triggers whose identifiers share a common prefix p. A packet
with an identifier p* is matched according to the longest prefix rule and forwarded to the
corresponding receiver R1. Multiple anycast policies can be implemented by choosing
different suffixes. For example, load balancing can be provided by randomly choosing
the suffixes of all triggers and request packets.
send(R1, data)

R1
p|s1 R1
send(p*, data)

R2

p|s2 R2
p|s2 R3

Sender
(S)

R3

Figure 4-4:

Anycast n i3

i3 allows applications to replace an identifier with an identifier stack, which is a list of identifiers
(id1, id2, …, idk). This generalized form allows a source to send packets to a series of identifiers,
allowing for great flexibility and enabling service composition, heterogeneous multicast and
increased robustness of the infrastructure. Figure 4-5 shows an example of how a sender S can
request that all its packets are forwarded through a transcoder T before they are delivered to their
destination R. The transcoder inserts a trigger idT, while sender S sends packets with the stack
(idT, id), so each packet is forwarded according to the first identifier idT to the transcoder,
processed and then forwarded to R.
Transcoder (T)

send((idT, id), data)

send(R, data)

idT

Sender
(S)

Figure 4-5:

T

id

R

Receiver
(R)

Forwarding packets through a transcoder

i3 is organized as an overlay network in which every node stores a subset of triggers. Each
trigger is stored at only one server. Each host knows about at least one server, so when it wants
to send a packet it forwards the packet to one of the servers it knows. If the server does not store
the trigger matching that packet, it forwards the packet via IP to another server and so on, until
the packet reaches the server that stores the matching trigger. The packet is then sent via IP to its
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destination. i3 is currently implemented on top of the Chord lookup protocol [CHORD], which
according to [I3] satisfies the properties of robustness, efficiency and stability required by the
overlay network, that will determine i3’s performance. Other lookup protocols could be used, as
long as they satisfy the aforementioned properties. We will now look into how i3 fulfils these
requirements, and then we will take a look at some actual numbers from simulations to evaluate
i3’s performance:
1. Robustness. Routing of packets within i3 is fairly robust against node failures, and the
soft-state approach allows for a simple and efficient implementation, freeing the
infrastructure from having to recover lost state when nodes fail. When a server goes
down all of its triggers are lost, and the hosts will have to reinsert them at another server
after the next refresh. This is a potential problem because for some applications the
latency between refresh times will be too large and the triggers will be unavailable for a
large amount of time. A possible solution is to maintain backup triggers in addition to the
primary triggers; another solution is using the replication policy of Chord (or the
equivalent on other lookup protocols) to replicate the triggers and manage the replicas.
2. Efficiency. Routing in an overlay network is less efficient than routing the packet directly
via IP. An approach that can mitigate this problem is to make the sender cache the i3
server’s IP address. This can be accomplished by using a flag in every packet that is
activated by the sender to indicate the server that it must return its IP address back to the
original sender. This address is cached by the sender and used to send subsequent packets
with the same identifier. The robustness of the system is not undermined by this
optimization: if the trigger moves to another server, i3 will route the packets from the
server where the trigger was originally located to the new location of the trigger, and the
cache of the sender will be updated as soon as the first packet is received at the new
location.
Triangular routing is a problem that is still not solved by caching the server storing
triggers. The routing can be very inefficient if the sender and receiver are very close but
when the server storing the trigger is located far away from both. A possible solution is to
have the receivers choose their private triggers by sampling the identifier space to find
ranges of identifiers that are stored at nearby servers.
3. Scalability. The number of triggers stored in i3 is of the order of the number or flows
plus the number of end hosts (note that each flow requires two triggers, one for each endpoint). Since each trigger is stored at only one node at a time, if there are n triggers and N
servers, each server will store an average of n/N triggers. i3 can be upgraded by adding
more servers to the network, in no specific location.
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A balance should be found between these properties, since some of them appear to be in conflict
with each other. For example, maintaining backups triggers my increase robustness and stability,
but will probably hurt efficiency. [I3] does not address the issue of which criteria are most
important and which is less.
4.1.2

Robust Overlay Architecture for Mobility

In [ROAM], the i3 authors introduce the Robust Overlay Architecture for Mobility (ROAM), a
solution built on top of i3 that has been designed to provide mobility support for TCP-based
legacy applications. Support for host mobility is already a part of i3, since a mobile host that
changes its address can preserve end-to-end connectivity by simply updating its triggers. ROAM,
however, is designed to improve mobility in i3 by featuring the following properties:
•

Efficient routing
ROAM presents a new technique that extends the already existing solutions to improve
routing efficiency in i3 (i.e., trigger server caching and trigger sampling). This extension
takes into account the movement pattern of mobile hosts, which consists of many short
movements and occasional movements to networks located very far away, and is called
Mobility-Aware Trigger Catching. This technique involves caching sampled triggers and
creating diversity in the cache, so that a trigger in the cache is near each of the remote
locations that a mobile node (occasionally) visits, while preventing the more frequent
local movements from polluting the cache.
According to [ROAM], this solution greatly reduces routing latency: in an i3 system with
216 servers, taking 32 samples result in a 90th percentile latency stretch (the ratio of the
latency of the optimized route to the latency of the shortest IP path) of 1.5.

•

Efficient handoff
ROAM supports fast handoff by making end-hosts choose triggers that map onto nearby
i3 severs. Additionally, another solution proposed by [ROAM] to reduce the loss of
packets during handoffs is the use of multicast-based soft handoff: when a MN moves to
another network, the MN inserts a trigger with the same identifier as its existing trigger,
but associated with the new address. This causes the same packet to be delivered to both
the old and new addresses, thus allowing the MN to take advantage of the best available
connectivity.

•

Fault tolerance
ROAM can recover gracefully from server failure thanks to the fact that triggers are
periodically refreshed. Simulations in [ROAM] show that when nodes have a 15%
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change of failing, MIP likelihood of successful connectivity drops to only 50%, while
ROAM’s likelihood of successful connectivity is more than 70%.
•

Simultaneous mobility
Both the sender and the receiver can move simultaneously in ROAM, since the i3 overlay
network servers as an anchor point for the two sides of the communication channel.

•

Location privacy
ROAM allows end-hosts to choose triggers in order to hide their location. Although this
can have an impact in routing and handoff, i3 is flexible enough to allow end-hosts to
make the tradeoffs between location privacy and routing efficiency. For instance, a MN
can choose an id so that the trigger is stored at an i3 server close to the CN instead of
itself, which would reduce the latency while preserving the privacy of the MN.
Preserving fast handoff is also possible if the MN uses two triggers, one inserted near the
CN of the form (id, id’) and one inserted close to itself of the form (id’, MN), as
illustrated in Figure 4-6. This choice ensures low latency and enables the MN to do fast
handoff by simply updating the trigger (id’, MN). In the case where both end-points
require location privacy, they can always choose random i3 servers.

id1
id

MN

id’ MN
(MN, data)

Figure 4-6:

•

(id’, data)

CN

id’

(id, data)

CN

Location privacy

Personal/session mobility
ROAM allows a user to redirect a new session or migrate an active one from one
application or device to another when a better choice becomes available.

Simulation results and a deeper analysis of these properties can be found in [ROAM]. While the
detailed results will not be reproduced in this deliverable, the technology assessment takes all
results into account when evaluating each criterion.
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Secure-i3

i3’s security problems are described and analyzed by the authors of Secure-i3 [SI3]. This work
proposes a re-design of i3 in order to protect against DoS attacks better than the current Internet,
by following three simple design principles:
1. The overlay architecture should enable end-hosts to communicate without revealing their
IP addresses, thus leaving an attacker with no direct way to attack a host.
2. The infrastructure should give end-hosts the ability to defend against attacks, by possibly
stopping the attack in the infrastructure. This would dramatically improve the current
situation of the Internet, where an end-host can’t do almost anything to defend from
flooding attacks directed to its IP address.
3. Make sure that the new infrastructure does not introduce new security holes that are not
present in the Internet.
The following subsections describe the proposed solutions to the three design principles.
4.1.3.1 Hiding IP addresses
An overlay communications infrastructure should enable end-hosts to communicate without
revealing their IP addresses in order to provide protection against flooding attacks. In i3, an
attacker can learn the IP address of the node that stores the public trigger of a node by simply
inserting a trigger pointing to itself with the same prefix as the victim’s public trigger. When the
attacker sends a packet to that node, the packet will be sent back to him via IP, revealing the
source IP of the node. Figure 4-7 illustrates this attack. Since in i3 triggers with the same prefix
are stored at the same i3 node, the attacker can then use an IP flooding attack to attack the i3
node that stores the victim’s ID.

Send(x’, …)

x

V

x’

A

Victim
(V)

Attacker
(A)
Send(A, …)
Figure 4-7:

The attacker reveals the victim's IP address

A possible solution to this problem is to make sure that nodes that store public IDs will never
allow triggers pointing to end-hosts. Instead, these nodes will store triggers that point to private
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IDs, which will then point to the actual end-host. In this way, the attacker can learn the IP
address of a node storing private triggers, but will not be able to find out where the private
triggers are located since they are secret.
4.1.3.2 Defending against attacks
Now that attacks at the IP level have been addressed, the overlay infrastructure must provide
mechanisms to avoid attacks at the i3 level, which is still possible. [SI3] states that the best
defense is giving end-hosts the ability to defend themselves against the attacks. This section
explain how end-hosts can stop attacks on private triggers, dilute or slow down attacks on public
triggers, evade attacks on i3 servers and provide multicast access control:
1. Stopping attacks on private triggers. In current IP networks, defending against flooding
attacks is theoretically possible but requires and increased network complexity and time
to detect and create defenses for the attack. In i3, however, end-host can simply stop the
attack by removing the trigger where the attacking traffic is coming from. Since each
receiver communicates with different senders by private triggers that are kept secret by
the senders, removing that trigger would only stop traffic form the attacker, without
affecting legitimate traffic. Figure 4-8 shows how the victim can drop the private (x3, V)
and (x4, V) triggers in order to reduce by half the traffic sent by the attacker.

x1

V
x2

V
x3

Attacker
(A)
Figure 4-8:

V
x4

V

Victim
(V)

Defending against attacks on private triggers

This defense would not work well with public triggers, since dropping a public trigger
would stop the attacker but also make the server unreachable for new clients. Current
clients would still be able to maintain the communication with the server via their private
triggers.
2. Diluting attacks. The proposed solution to alleviate the problem of flood attacks to
public triggers is giving the server the ability to drop a fraction of the traffic destined to
public triggers. Although this would also hurt legitimate users, at least it gives the server
the chance to continue providing the service. Since the attacked triggers are probably the
ones receiving a disproportionate amount of traffic, the server should gradually drop the
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triggers that receive the most traffic. This solution in the IP world would require the
router of the ISP to implement packet classification and bandwidth management.
3. Slowing down attacks. A possible solution to slow down attacks on public triggers is
using a DoS-filter server that protects the original server form the attack. This server
must be powerful enough to sustain the DoS attack, and implement a defense based on
cryptographic puzzles. Clients must solve these puzzles before contacting the defended
server, thus slowing down the rate of the flooding attack. In order to set up this defense,
the original server stores a private trigger pointing to itself with an identity only known
by the DoS-filter server. In turn, the DoS-filter server stores a public trigger advertising
the public identity of the original server, so all packets delivered to the original server are
now delivered to the filter server, which then sends a cryptographic puzzle to the client. If
the client replies with a correct solution to the puzzle, the DoS-filter server forwards the
packet to the new private identity of the original server, which then allocates a private
trigger for the client. Of course, servers would only use this defense when under attack,
so under normal operation clients will not have the burden of solving the puzzles.
4. Evading attacks. When the attack is directed to a particular i3 node, the end-hosts can
use a different trigger to find an alternative route that does not involve the attacked node.
Note that, if a router is attacked in the Internet, the end-host does not have the capacity to
route around the attack.
5. Multicast access control. Secure-i3 addresses the inherent insecurity of IP multicast,
where any receiver can potentially send multicast traffic to an entire multicast group,
since only one multicast address is used by both senders (to send traffic) and receivers (to
subscribe to the group). In Secure-i3 this problem can be avoided by having different IDs
for senders and receivers of the multicast group, delegating the management of the
multicast group to a third party. The manager would construct a tree of triggers where
each sender would be provided with a private id to send traffic to the group, and receivers
would only be able to receive traffic, unaware of the tree topology.
The proposed solution to multicast access control is non-cryptographic, and according to
[SI3] it allows simple member addition and deletion, and achieves forward and backward
secrecy (assuming that eavesdropping within the Secure-i3 infrastructure is hard).
4.1.3.3 Avoiding new vulnerabilities
[SI3] also analyzes new potential vulnerabilities that the i3 infrastructure introduces that are not
present in the Internet, and propose countermeasures to all of them. A brief overview of the new
vulnerabilities is provided in the following lines:
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Attacks using triggers pointing to end-hosts. In an eavesdropping attack, the attacker
sets the legitimate trigger’s destination address of an end-host to its own address,
effectively eavesdropping all traffic to that end-host. This is much easier than
eavesdropping in the Internet. A variation of this attack is making the end-host to drop its
public trigger by flooding it, and then inserting a new trigger to not only eavesdrop on the
host’s traffic, but also responding to it. This problem is inherent in i3’s architecture. The
attacker could also abuse the end-host by inserting a new trigger to sign-up the host for
high-bandwidth streams

2.

Attacks using triggers pointing to IDs. The attacker could use triggers pointing to ids to
construct topologies to multiply the attack traffic and direct it to the end host. Examples
of such topologies are loops, where packets sent to any of the IDs of the loop would
indefinitely cycle around consuming resources; confluence, where packets are first
replicated as they would be in a multicast tree, and then delivered to the same host via its
public trigger; and dead-ends, where an attacker constructs a chain of triggers which
ultimately does not point to a valid end-host, thus making packets routed trough that
dead-end topology consume network resources. Also, by inserting arbitrary triggers, the
attacker can channel traffic between different applications.

3.

Attacks by sending data to arbitrary topologies. An attacker can build a large
multicast tree and store all its leaf triggers at the target i3 node, so that for every packet
sent by the attacker to the group the target i3 node would be flooded with a number of
duplicates equal to the number of leaf triggers of the tree.

[SI3] proposes a solution based on enforcing constraints on the structure of triggers and
constraints on trigger insertion. For this, the 256-bit identifier in Secure-i3 is divided into three
fields: a 64-bit prefix, a 128-bit key, and a 64-bit suffix, and only triggers of the form (x, y)
where x.key = h1(y) or y.key = hr(x) are allowed, where hl and hr are one-way cryptographic hash
functions. If y.key = hr(x) the trigger is right-constrained, otherwise it is left-constrained.
If a trigger points to an end-host, the fields y.prefix and y.suffix are used to encode the end-host
address. Additionally, if a constrained trigger points to an end-host, only y.key is used to
constrain x.key, ignoring y.prefix and y.suffix when computing h1(y) to preserve support for
anycast and mobility. Public nodes allow only constrained triggers, which avoids eavesdropping
and impersonation of end-hosts. It also does not allow attackers to attack public nodes by
leveraging multicast functionality. In addition, public nodes do not allow triggers pointing to
end-hosts.
To avoid eavesdropping and impersonation, an end-host inserts only left-constrained triggers.
The fields y.prefix and y.suffix are used to store the address, and y.key constains a key that is
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known only by the end-host, thus making impossible for an attacker to insert a trigger pointing to
itself in order to eavesdrop the traffic.
4.1.4

i3 assessment

4.1.4.1 Functional assessment
•

Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
i3 offers a rendezvous-based communication abstraction, decoupling the act of sending a
packet from the act of receiving the packet, so it provides natural support for
simultaneous movement of both endpoints. When a MN moves from a subnet to another,
it updates its trigger to preserve end-to-end connectivity with the sender in a completely
transparent way. i3 can maintain the connectivity even if both the sender and the receiver
move simultaneously, acting as an anchor point for the two sides.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
The indirection approach of i3 provides a straightforward implementation for multiaddress multihoming.

•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
Since is rendezvous-based, the i3 architecture itself serves as an anchor point for the two
sides of the communication channel. There's no need to deploy mobility-specific anchor
points in the network, but since the triggers can be placed in any server of the overlay
network, the relativity modifier for this criterion is Any.

•

Robustness level and failover support
Routing of packets within i3 is fairly robust against node failures, and the soft-state
approach allows for a simple and efficient implementation, freeing the infrastructure
from having to recover lost state when nodes fail. When a server goes down all of its
triggers are lost, and the hosts will have to reinsert them at another server after the next
refresh. This is a potential problem because for some applications the latency between
refresh times will be too large and the triggers will be unavailable for too long. A
possible solution is to maintain backup triggers in addition to the primary triggers;
another solution is using the replication policy of Chord (or the equivalent on other
lookup protocols) to replicate the triggers and manage the replicas. Simulation results
presented in [ROAM] show significant improvement in fault tolerance over MIPv6.
The relativity modifier is Full, since the overlay network is robust enough by design to
give mobility service to the MN in the case of node failures.
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Scalability
Support for mobility in i3 comes in a natural way, without the need of an additional
infrastructure, so the scalability of the mobility solution depends on the general
scalability of i3. According to [I3], since a trigger is stored at only one node at a time, the
overlay network can be easily upgraded by simply adding more servers to the network, in
no specific locations of the network. However, depending on the peer to peer protocol
employed, the time needed to recover a trigger may increase as the overlay network
grows, with the effect of compromising the usability of the solution, so the proposed
relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

4.1.4.2 Deployment assessment
•

Transparency to legacy applications
The current distribution of i3 includes a proxy-based solution that allows unmodified
applications to run on top o i3. This solution is called OCALA proxy [OCALA] and is
implemented as a proxy that captures IP packets sent/received by legacy applications and
relays them over the i3 overlay network. The implementation currently works on
Windows 2000/XP, Linux and Mac OS X, requiring no changes to the operating system.
In this solution, legacy applications identify overlay end-hosts using DNS-like names.
These names consist of a suffix that specifies the overlay type, a middle part that
specifies the overlay instance, and a prefix which specifies the overlay specific-name.
Different OCALA modules process the name and resolve it to a specific i3
identifier/address.
In addition, [ROAM] also introduces a similar concept, the user-level ROAM proxy, that
encapsulates and decapsulates IP packets within i3 packets, determines the triggers of
remote hosts, and sends the local private triggers to remote hosts.

•

Support for legacy hosts
In both [OCALA] and [ROAM] it’s clear that with the use of the proxies no changes to
the legacy applications, operating systems, NATs or firewalls are required. However,
these proxies must run in both the home and the remote machine in order to support
mobility, so hosts must be modified in order to communicate using the overlay network.
The relativity modifier for this criterion is None.

•

Deployment effort
Deployment in end-hosts is difficult because each host runs a ROAM/OCALA proxy.
While this provides significant robustness and efficiency, the management and
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development costs will be too high, so it’s clear that deployment of the proxies must be
gradual. [ROAM] suggests the possible alternative of deploying a home proxy for a MN
that implements the functionality of a ROAM proxy for all its non-ROAM CNs, acting in
an analogous way to a HA in MIPv6.
As for the overlay infrastructure, it could start as a single server provided by a third party,
but it is not clear how to involve ISPs for an efficient and robust deployment. An
advantage of i3, as stated in [I3], is that it is incrementally deployable, as it is designed as
an overlay network. Adding more servers to the system (which could initially consist of a
single server that stores all the triggers) does not require any configuration other that
joining the Chord protocol, which automatically makes the new node become responsible
for a subset of the identifier space.
The proposed relativity modifier for this criterion is High, as complete support of i3
implies deploying a proxy in every end host.
•

Operational effort
The efforts of monitoring the i3 infrastructure will be focused on the monitoring of the
overlay network, which is based on the Chord lookup protocol [CHORD]. This should
not be a high effort thanks to the characteristics of the overlay network, which is peer-topeer and has very high fault tolerance. As a consequence of this, the relativity modifier
for this criterion is Medium.

•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
At least a partial deployment of new security infrastructure components would be needed
in order to implement all the countermeasures to DoS attacks and security improvements
described in [SI3], so the relativity modifier for this criterion is Partial need.

•

Maturity
Prototype implementations of i3 (using the Chord protocol) and the user-level ROAM
exist, although they haven’t been widely tested and/or deployed. Therefore, the proposed
relativity modifier for this criterion is Low.

4.1.4.3 Security assessment
•

DoS resistance
[SI3] has a very good analysis of potential DoS attacks and countermeasures to prevent,
stop or mitigate the effects of the attacks. If these defenses are properly implemented in a
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i3 network, the solution clearly has a very high resistance to this kind of attacks. The
proposed relativity modifier for this criterion is High.
•

Support for location privacy
[SI3] and [ROAM] propose solutions to support location privacy. These solutions are
very flexible and allow end-hosts to make the tradeoffs between location privacy and
routing efficiency.

4.1.4.4 Performance assessment
•

Support for packet loss minimization
i3 end-hosts can alleviate the problem of packet loss minimization by choosing triggers
that map onto nearby i3 server. Since the number of packets that are lost during the
handover are proportional to the delay between the mobile node and the server were the
trigger is stored, this choice will reduce packet loss. Since it’s impossible to verify how
this solution will perform in an advanced deployment of i3, the relativity modifier for this
criterion is Low.

•

Support for routing optimization
Routing in overlay networks in general is usually far less efficient that IP routing. i3 tries
to mitigate this problem by using two techniques. First, the address of the server storing
the trigger is cached at the sender, so subsequent packets will be forwarded directly to
that server via IP. Second, to mitigate the triangular routing efficiency problems if the
trigger is stored at a server far away from the mobile node, end-hosts can use off-line
heuristics to choose triggers that are stored at i3 servers close to them.

•

Support for signaling optimization
The overlay network serves as the anchor point for both sides of the communication, so
when a host changes its address all it does is update each of its existing triggers to point
to the new address. There’s no need to signal back to the home domain or to deploy
intermediate anchors, so the relativity modifier for this criterion is Full.

4.1.5

Conclusions

Does i3 work? Simulation results described in [I3], obtained with a bare-bones implementation
of i3 based on the Chord protocol, show that the system is feasible, but efficiency cannot be
proved with such a simple implementation. The results show that routing efficiency and overall
performance, particularly end-to-end latency and proximity routing, can be improved by simple
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heuristics. The performance issues appear to be reasonably accounted for, but further refinement
and experimentation is necessary before the i3 overlay can be solidified.

4.2

FARA

FARA (Forwarding directive, Association, and Rendezvous Architecture) [FARA] is a general
architectural model that proposes a new organization of the concepts of naming and binding in
the Internet architecture. FARA is a high-level model that fulfils a set of assumptions, and is
intended to be derived and instantiated by complete architectures that reduce the generality of the
model, but still satisfy the assumptions of the parent model.
4.2.1

Overview

In FARA, host-to-host communication is replaced by communication between pairs of entities
through logical communication links called associations. This communication is made by
exchanging packets over a communication substrate that delivers data on behalf of the
associations. These components are introduced below:
•

Entity. It is a generalization of an application that is an end-point of network
communication. An entity is the smallest unit that can be mobile and contains application
and communication state. An entity might be a process, a computer, a cluster of
computers, etc., since FARA is intended to encompass any of these forms of entities
(depending on the particular FARA instantiation).

•

Association. An association is an end-to-end (and thus invisible to the routers)
communication link that entities use to communicate with each other. An association
implies persistent communication state within the linked entities that evolves over the life
of the association and is synchronized by the association. Each of the packets that are
flowing between the entities belongs to exactly one association, and an entity can have
multiple concurrent associations. Each packet carries a local association ID (AId) to
enable the receiving entity to demultiplex the message to its association.
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Entity A

Association
State

Associations

Figure 4-9:

•

Entity B

Associations between entities

Communication Substrate. FARA assumes a connectionless packet delivery mechanism
that is roughly equivalent to the network layer, but makes no assumptions about the
delivery mechanism. A possibility would be hop-by-hop delivery with globally-unique
topological addresses, as in the current IP. The delivery of the packets is all the way to
the entity. Every FARA packet carries a destination Forwarding Directive (FD) that is
used by the communication substrate to deliver the packet. The format and contents of
the FD must be defined by the derived architectures, and could be simple global
addresses, source routing or something more complicated. When an entity that anchors an
association moves, the FD changes, but the AId does not, thus allowing the freedom to
change the delivery path for packets belonging to a particular association. Figure 4-10
illustrates these concepts.
Entity A

Entity B

FARA end-to-end
abstraction
Communication
Substrate

Figure 4-10:

•

Packet delivery (FD)

Communication substrate and FD

Slots. The FD tells the network how to deliver a packet to a logical location in some
system, yet the packet must still be delivered to the entity abstraction. To allow this,
FARA introduced the concept of a slot, which is a logical point of attachment of the
entity to the network topology.

The FARA model makes the following assumptions:
1. An entity is the unit of mobility for any kind of logical or physical mobility.
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2. Associations do not have global names. The AId is local to the entity and does not change
when the entity moves.
3. Entities do not have global names. The location of an entity is defined by the FD that will
forward packets to that entity, but since entities do not have global names, there must be
a higher-level mechanism to allow users to locate/construct FDs for target entities.
4. Globally-unique network addresses are not required. Some of the forwarding mechanisms
may use a single global address space, but others may not.
When two entities want to establish an association, the entity that sends the initial message must
have a FD to reach the other entity, and the AId for the association cannot be included in the first
packet, since AIds are local to entities and can only be determined during the initial handshake.
Two additional FARA components are needed in order to solve this bootstrapping problem.
The initial packet in an association must contain a rendezvous information (RI) string, which the
destination entity can use to establish the association and assign an AId. If rendezvous takes
place on the target (server) system in a client-server relationship, the RI would supply the
parameters needed by the server daemon to start the entity and create the association. More
general rendezvous mechanisms are admitted, so the rendezvous point might be a central agent
that would rewrite the initial FD to point to another target entity or rendezvous agent.
Discovery may be accomplished by different high level mechanisms such as DNS, web sites or
other programs. The FARA model Directory Service (fDS) subsumes these various discovery
processes into a single generic discovery service that leaves the details to an instantiating
architecture.
4.2.2

Security

FDs are not necessarily global and are not stable, because they may be rewritten or may change
due to mobility. Therefore, an entity must implement some packet validation mechanism for the
initial association establishment, and perhaps for all the subsequent packets in the association.
FARA leaves this mechanism to the entities and to a derived architecture. The goal is to support
a range of source verification mechanisms, ranging from a full cryptographic signature on each
packet to no security.
4.2.3

Performance

To make sure that FARA is self-consistent and useful it is necessary to try deriving one or more
specific architectures, complete with mechanisms. That’s why the [FARA] describes the design
and prototype of a derivative architecture: M-FARA. This architecture demonstrates
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location/identity decoupling and explores mobility and addressing aspects of FARA. The main
features of this particular architecture are described below:
•

Network addressing. M-FARA assumes that there are multiple domains, each of which
is a distinct addressing realm. The addresses are unique within each realm. A M-FARA
FD contains a generalized source route of sub-FDs to traverse each realm along the path
to the destination.

•

Packet delivery mechanism. The packet delivery mechanism is hop-by-hop forwarding
within realms and source routing across realms. The FD contains a realm-by-realm
source route, and the reply FD will be transformed along the path so that it will be
meaningful at the destination. To simplify route computations a distinguished core realm
is assumed. Every entity knows a path FDup to reach the core realm, and the Directory
Service contains the path FDdown to reach the target from the core realm. The sender can
then easily compute an end-to-end FD as (FDup, FD down).

•

FD management. Mobility Agents (M-agents) are introduced, acting as rendezvous
points and as third parties to update FDs to handle mobility. When the destination entity
moves it informs its M-agent that the FD has changed, so the M-agent can keep track of
the entity’s location. The entity sends packets with updated reply FDs to the remote
entities for which it has associations, so these entities know where it is as it moves.

•

Security. M-FARA supports authentication during the initial packet exchange that
establishes the association, and also re-authentication after the entity moves. It uses a
DCCP-style connection nonce.

As stated in [FARA], a prototype of M-FARA has been developed, with entities and M-agents
implemented in C++ as Unix processes, and associations mapped onto Internet overlays. The
prototype supports seamless migration of the endpoint of a reliable association to a new
attachment point in the same or different addressing realms, as well as re-authentication using
connection nonce whenever the FD changes. No simulation results are provided in [FARA].
4.2.4

Conclusions

Currently, the FARA model does not handle multicast, since associations are always between
pairs of entities. Also, middleboxes and middlebox traversal is not discussed in the FARA article,
so solutions for these issues are not provided, and further investigation is needed. Since FARA is,
according to its designers, a work in progress, perhaps future iterations of the model will address
these and other aspects.
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As for the M-FARA instantiation, it does not define QoS or congestion control mechanisms.
Also, it does not explore a range of rendezvous mechanisms. The current prototype is considered
a “toy” implementation by its creators and does not implement the FARA Directory Service.
FARA is an interesting technology, but unfortunately it is still in a very initial stage of
development and it’s a very immature technology, even when compared to alternatives like i3.
This is why no detailed assessment is done in this section, although this description and brief
analysis is included in this deliverable for the sake of completeness.
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SHIM6
SHIM6 Overview

SHIM6 [SHIM6] is a multihoming solution in IPv6. It is a network layer approach for providing
the split of locator/identifier of IP address [LOCSPLIT], so that multihoming can be provided for
IPv6 with transport-layer survivability.
In SHIM6, a SHIM6 endpoint can use a constant IP address as an Upper Layer Identifier (ULID)
for an association. Besides, it uses multiple IP addresses as locators (L) for routing packets. For
each Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) connection, SHIM6 establishes a context state by using four
signaling messages: I1, R1, I2 and R2, so the SHIM6 context, associating a ULID pair with a set
of locators for endpoints, performs as a per-host header address mapping function. This
functionality is indicated in Figure 5-1.

ULP

ULP
src ULID(A)=L1(A)

src ULID(A)=L1(A)

dst ULID(B)=L1(B)

dst ULID(B)=L1(B)
SHIM6 Context

SHIM6

SHIM6

src L2(A)

src L2(A)

dst L3(B)

dst L3(B)

IP

IP
Internet
Node A

Figure 5-1:

Node B

Shim6 mapping with changed locators

From the figure, we can see that, above the SHIM6 protocol of communicating endpoints (e.g.
node A and node B), the ULP selects the initial locator pair (e.g. L1(A) and L1(B)) being the
ULID pair [IPV6MHS], which avoids introducing a new identifier name space as well as the
modification of ULP. The SHIM6 context provides a set of associations between endpoint
identifier pairs (e.g. L1(A) and L1(B)) and locator sets (e.g. L2(A) and L3(B)). When packets are
passed from the ULP to the IP, the endpoint identifiers of ULP are mapped to a current pair of
locators. The reverse mapping is applied to incoming packets, where the incoming locator pair is
stripped off the packet, and the packet header is rewritten with the mapped endpoint identifier
pair. Packets are then passed to the ULP.
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SHIM6 also specifies locator update messages (i.e. Update Request message and Update
Acknowledgement message), a Locator Preference option and a Locator List option for changing
the set of locators dynamically. For instance, SHIM6 might determine that there is a locally
visible failure that implies that some locator is not longer usable. Therefore, an alternative
locator can be set by SHIM6 through the Update Locator messages and a Locator List option, so
that the new locator can later be used to preserve established communications through failures.
This shows it has the potential of the mobility management on the Internet.

5.2

Potential of SHIM6 Mobility Support

The mobility enabled SHIM6 protocol allows for the change of the IP address of the network
layer while keeping the end-to-end connection intact. In this section, we present the usage of
SHIM6 in a mobility scenario. We assume that the communicating endpoints (e.g. the MN and
the CN) support SHIM6 (called SHIM6 hosts) and may be mobile.
5.2.1

Dynamic addition and deletion of locators

The readdressing procedure is an operation through which a MN informs a CN about changes of
IP addresses on affected locators. In SHIM6, the readdressing exchange is designed to be
piggybacked on existing SHIM6 control messages. The main message on which the Locator List
option and Locator Preference option are expected to be carried is the Update Request (UR)
message (see Figure 5-2).
MN

A ccess
Net work1

A ccess
Network2

CN

D eliver Packet s
D isconnect A N1
Connect A N2
SHIM6 UR (N once, Context Tag, Locat or List )
SHIM6 U A (N once, Cont ext Tag)
SHIM6 U R (N once, Cont ext Tag, Locator Pr efer ence)
SHIM6 U A (N once, Cont ext Tag)
Deliver Packet s

Figure 5-2:

Dynamical locator update

From this figure, we can see that, in the mobility situation, when a SHIM6 host attaches to a new
network (e.g. Access Network 2 (AN2) in this example) and obtains a new locator associated
with the new network, it uses the Update Request (UR) message with a Locator List option. This
option carries all the locators with a new added locator for the ongoing communication. This is
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called “locator addition”. When a SHIM6 host detects that the current locator cannot be used
because it moves out of the current location, it also uses the UR message with a Locator
Preference option to indicate the current locator is dead and an alternative locator will be in use.
This is called “locator deletion”.
The SHIM6 locator update messages make SHIM6 a mobility enabled protocol. This means that
it allows a SHIM6 endpoint to change its locator (e.g. HoA or CoA). Furthermore, it is possible
for a SHIM6 endpoint to signal to its peer which IP-address it should use as the active locator.
This is very useful in case of multiple Internet accesses for seamless mobility support.
5.2.2

Mobility with single locator and ULID-Pair

This subsection considers the situations when coverage areas of access networks are distinctively
apart, namely the MN has only one interface associated with an IP address at a given time and a
single ULID-pair of SHIM6 context. This is the simplest scenario, as depicted in traditional
MIPv6. Then, the basic operations of SHIM6 are as follows.
When a MN switches from one IP address to another, it is disconnected from the CN for a brief
period of time. Upon obtaining a new IP address, the MN sends a Locator List option to the CN
in an Update Request message. The Update Request message also contains a Receiver Context
Tag parameter set to the value of the pre-established ULID-pair context. The Locator List option
contains the new IP address and a locator lifetime. The MN waits for this locator update to be
acknowledged, and retransmits if necessary, as specified in the base specification.
The CN receives the Update Request message, validates it, and extracts the context tag from the
message. It then looks for a context which has a context tag that matches the one included in the
Update Request message. In addition, the CN performs the address verification by the CGA
Parameter Data Structure associated with the Update Request message [RFC3972, HBA]. Once
any Locator List option in the Update Request has been verified, the correspondent generation
number in the context is updated to be the one in the Locator List option. Then, the CN sends an
Update Acknowledgment message to the MN at its new address, copying the nonce from the
request, and using the context tag as the Receiver Context Tag.
Upon the reception of an Update Acknowledgement message, the MN extracts the Context Tag
and the Request Nonce from the message. It then looks for a context which has a context tag that
matches the one included in the Update Acknowledgement message. If the nonce matches, then
the MN completes the Locator (e.g. CoA) update, considers the new address to be verified and
can put it into full use.
After locator updating, packets can be routed through the new locator. When the MN sends the
packets to the CN, it will set the source address field in the IPv6 header to the MN's locator and
will set the destination address field in the IPv6 header to the CN's ULID. Then, a SHIM6
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Payload Extension header will be added. The inserted extension header includes the CN's context
tag. When packets are received by the CN, the CN will parse the extension headers in order as
the normal IPv6 packet processing. If a SHIM6 Payload Extension header is found, it will extract
the context tag from the Payload Extension header, and will use this to find a ULID-pair context.
With the context in hand, the receiver can now replace the IP address fields with the ULIDs kept
in the context. Finally, the Payload Extension header is removed from the packet, yielding the
original IP datagram, which is then delivered to the upper layer protocols of the CN, finally
processed by the upper layer protocols as if it had been routed to the CN's ULID.
Similarly, in order to send the packet to the MN, the CN sets the source address field in the IPv6
header to the CN's ULID and sets the destination address field in the IPv6 header to the MN's
locator. When received by the MN, the MN must also process the received packet in the manner
defined for IPv6 packet processing, which will result in the recovery of original packet, and then
the original packet will be processed normally by upper-layer protocols within the MN as if it
had been addressed only to the MN's ULID.
In such cases, there would be periods of no connectivity for a MN. This can result in
considerable packet loss. We propose two methods to overcome this:
a) A buffer can be introduced in the CN. When the MN detects an impeding loss of
connectivity, it can send a message to CN asking to stop packet transmission. The CN
would then buffer the packets addressed to MN. When the MN reconnects to another
access network, it would send an Update Request message containing the context tag. In
addition to updating the locator set, this Update Request message would serve as a trigger
for CN to send the buffered packets to MN.
b) A buffer can also be introduced in the Access Routers. A mechanism similar to FMIPv6
can be introduced where a tunnel is established between MN’s new and previous Access
Routers. When MN connects to a new Access Router, the previous Access Router
forwards all its packets through the tunnel.
5.2.3

Seamless mobility with multihoming support

It looks likely that in the future many nodes will be simultaneously mobile and multi-homed, i.e.,
have multiple mobile interfaces. Furthermore, if the MN is multi-homed, it is fairly likely that
one of the interfaces may retain its current IP address active while some others may experience
mobility and undergo IP address change, which shows a reasonable way to achieve the seamless
mobility. To cover the whole paradigm of mobility, we also consider the case where access
networks are overlaid or when their boundaries meet.
Figure 5-3 illustrates the Internet mobility architecture based on a mobility enabled SHIM6
supporting multihoming, called Multi-homed Mobility Architecture (MMA).
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Internet

Access Network1

MN

Figure 5-3:

Access Network2

MN

MN

SHIM6-based Internet Mobility Architecture with Multihoming Support

In MMA, a MN connects to the Internet by some wireless technology and gets assigned an IP
address from the local address space at access network 1. This can be accomplished by any of
the techniques currently known for dynamic address assignment, like DHCPv6 [RFC3315] or
IPv6 stateless address configuration [RFC2462]. With the MN now being reachable over the
Internet, it establishes a transport layer connection to a CN and starts communicating.
When the MN moves from access network 1 towards access network 2 and gets
acknowledgement of reaching the coverage of access network 2 by other information (e.g. from
the physical layer of its NIC), it then establishes a link to access network 2 in addition to the
already existing link and gets assigned an IP address of access network 2 on its second network
interface. Thus the MN becomes multi-homed and is now reachable by two different networks.
In SHIM6, when a new prefix is advertised, a host generates an interface ID through
Cryptographic Generated Address (CGA) or Hash Based Address (HBA) mechanisms. In the
MMA architecture of Figure 5-3, it is appropriate to use CGA to generate an interface ID when
the MN comes into the coverage area of access network 2. This method ensures that when the
MN updates its list of locators through Update Request message, the new locator address can be
verified.
The MN tells the CN using the established transport layer connection that it is now reachable by
a second IP address. Technically speaking, it adds the newly assigned IP address as the locator to
the SHIM6 context identifying the connection to the CN.
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On reaching access network 2, the MN may leave the coverage of the access point at the access
network 1 and may loose the link for its first IP address. The SHIM6 Payload extension header
ensures that all data traffic between the MN and CN is sent over the second link in the case of
permanent failure of the first link. If the MN has access to information about the strength of the
wireless signal the handover to the second link will be initiated before severe packet loss occurs,
ensuring seamless mobility.

5.3

SHIM6 Mobility Assessment

This Section analyzes and assesses SHIM6 mobility based on the evaluation criteria set forth in
Section 2.
5.3.1
•

Functional assessment
Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
SHIM6 is not originally dedicated to mobility, so it can not currently trace the endpoint’s
network location by itself. Therefore, SHIM6 does not support simultaneous movement
of both communicating endpoints. However, this function could be extended through
dynamic DNS or rendezvous service.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
SHIM6 is a multihoming solution for IPv6 that has support for failover and load sharing.
This feature can be integrated into mobility seamlessly, and significantly improves
mobility management in multi-homed mobile environments.

•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
SHIM6 is an end-to-end solution for mobility support, and no third devices are actually
needed. Therefore, the service elements are only those placed on the mobile endpoints,
whose location can clearly be anywhere in the Internet. Therefore, Hence the relativity
modifier for this criterion is Any.

•

Robustness level and failover support
Since SHIM6 is a layer 3 solution for IPv6 networks, it can employ the neighbor
discovery mechanism for detecting the movement of MN. Moreover, SHIM6 extends
path failure detection and locator pair exploration mechanisms, which enables SHIM6
full robustness and failover redundancy. The relativity modifier for this criterion is Full.
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Scalability
SHIM6 is an end-to-end system, and all operations of mobility management are
performed directly between endpoints, so there is no limitation on the number of
supported MNs. Moreover, SHIM6 could use the load sharing feature to avoid the
network overload, which means that SHIM6 is inherently highly scalable. The relativity
modifier for this criterion is High.

5.3.2
•

Deployment assessment
Transparency to legacy applications
SHIM6 is transparent to higher layer protocols. SHIM6 splits the double roles (i.e.
locator and identifier) of the IP address, using one of its locators (i.e. IP addresses) as the
identifier of upper layer protocols. Therefore, it doesn’t require changes to current
services and applications.

•

Support for legacy hosts
SHIM6 is an end-to-end system. All communicating endpoints (e.g. the MN and CN)
need to support the SHIM6 protocol. The relativity modifier for this criterion is None.

•

Deployment effort
The deployment of SHIM6 as a mobility protocol would require the update of the
communication endpoints. However, no applications need to be changed, nor any
additional entities are required, so the relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Operational effort
SHIM6 employs Locator Update (LU) messages for updating the set of locators directly
between the communicating endpoints. Besides, SHIM6 uses an additional 8-byte
Payload Extension header is accomplished with data traffic for direct routing. Therefore,
there are no servers to be maintained for this solution to work because it is in fact a truly
end-to-end approach. This advantage comes with the limitation that, since there is no
rendezvous service, contemporary movement of both communicating peers is not
supported. Therefore, the relativity modifier for this criterion is Low.

•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
For SHIM6, no new security infrastructure is needed, so the relativity modifier for
criterion is No need.
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Maturity
SHIM6 is a novel technique. Its mobility support is still at an early stage. Therefore, the
relativity modifier for this criterion is Low. However, its easy development and high
mobility management performance show that SHIM6 mobility is a promising candidate
for mobility management of future mobile Networks.

5.3.3
•

Security assessment
DoS resistance
SHIM6 employs four-way exchanges as suggested in HIP [HIP Base] for secure SHIM6
context establishment. The four-way exchanges help to protect SHIM6 against DoS
attacks. Moreover, the context establishment messages use nonces to prevent replay
attacks, so the SHIM6 context establishment is protected against off-path attackers from
interfering with the establishment. For locator verification, SHIM6 uses the CGA
technique [RFC3972] to verify that the locator is tied to the correspondent ULID, so
redirection attacks are prevented. Therefore, its capability to protect itself against DoS
attacks is High.

•

Support for location privacy
SHIM6 is an end-to-end solution. Both communicating endpoints support SHIM6.
Whenever a locator changes at either endpoint, it will inform the other endpoint of the
new location. Hence, SHIM6-based mobility management does not support location
privacy.

5.3.4
•

Performance assessment
Support for packet loss minimization
With multihoming support, SHIM6 mobility makes the seamless handover, the optimal
transport latency and the minimization of packet loss possible. Therefore, the support for
packet loss minimization are High.

•

Support for routing optimization
SHIM6 supports inherent route optimization.

•

Support for signaling optimization
No hierarchical architecture is available in SHIM6. For each handover, singling messages
are exchanged between endpoints directly. Therefore, the relativity modifier of this
criterion is None.
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Additional properties
Resiliency to Path Failures
SHIM6 mobility solution can provide a way of detecting path failures and recovering
from them. This would ensure session continuity and least disruption to real-time
applications.

5.4

Conclusions

In this section we have seen that locator/identifier splitting is needed to redirect flows from a
failed path to a new path in mobile Internet environments. Like MIPv6, the separation between
the locator and identifier information in SHIM6 makes clear that the packet identification and
routing can be separated from each other. Thus, when communication between the initially
chosen address couple for a transport connection is no longer possible, a SHIM6 layer makes it
possible to switch to a different set of addresses without breaking on-going transport protocol
sessions. We have shown that SHIM6 can be a new Internet mobility solution. As analyzed in
previous section, we can summarize that the SHIM6 Internet mobility has the following
advantages. First, SHIM6 mobility supports association of multiple IP addresses during the
lifetime of any transport connections. It operates only in the end systems and affects only
participating nodes. SHIM6 does not require the modification to the Internet infrastructure and
does not require the modification to any node IPs or transport modules, although improved
functionality can be obtained with small changes. Second, SHIM6 mobility works with existing
IPv6 transport services and it does not define any new naming or addressing structure. It has a
minimal additional packet-processing overhead. It employs existing administrative structures.
Hence, SHIM6 mobility has a low barrier to adoption and use, while permitting more advanced
functions with more extensive adoption. Finally, for a multihomed MN, it would be reasonable
to associate multiple IP address with a transport connection at the time when the SHIM6 context
between communicating endpoints is initiated. For a MN, the addresses may be added or
removed as the node moves across the Internet, so that the MN can acquire or obsolete the use of
different IP addresses. Over the lifetime of a mobile transport connection, different addresses
may be active at different time. Therefore, seamless mobility support is provided for
continuation of services across the movement of the MN. The main disadvantage is the lack of
the location management by itself currently, which needs to be considered seriously in the future.
Future work will make a continuous analysis of our proposal to be able to adapt to the future
mobility architecture, and study the extension of the location management by combining with
MIPv6 or Dynamical DNS (DDNS). Besides, we will study a possible transition path for its
smooth deployment starting from the architecture based on MIPv6.
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NETLMM

6.

6.1

Motivation

If a mobility scenario doesn’t involve roaming on a global scale, e.g. as the moving entities roam
only within a certain administrative domain, the usage of a localized mobility management
approach has many benefits. For example the mobility anchor point is placed within the localized
mobility management domain, which decreases the overhead of the signaling information sent
during a handover. In parallel the exchange of signaling information with a local anchor point
also decreases the handover delay. Finally location privacy can be provided more easily, as the
mobile node isn’t required to use its address for signaling purposes outside the localized mobility
management domain. This concept of local mobility management is exploited by protocols such
as Hierarchical Mobile IP or Fast Mobile IP.
However, most of the currently specified localized mobility management protocols involve the
mobile node itself, that is, they require certain additional functionality on the node, which makes
deployment more complex and expensive. Involving the mobile node in the signaling process
also mean exchanging signaling information over the air interface, which represents a
consumption of costly resources.
To avoid this, network-based localized mobility management protocols are an alternative for
handling the mobility without involving the mobile node itself. This approach is also very
attractive for network operators, as the complete control of mobility management resides within
the network. More information about the problem scope leading to network-based localized
mobility management (NetLMM) can be found in [NLMMNH].
Consequently the following design goals have been identified for a possible NetLMM protocol
[NLMMGL]:
•

Handover performance improvement: the time required for a handover should be
minimized.

•

Reduction in handover-related signaling volume: the amount of signaling information to
be exchanged during a handover should be minimized.

•

Location privacy: corresponding nodes should not be able to recognize the mobility of
their communication partner (mobile nodes).

•

Efficient use of wireless resources: the introduction of new signaling on the wireless
interface of a mobile node should be avoided.
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•

Reduction of signaling overhead: also the signaling information exchanged on a wired
network behind the wireless access points should be minimized.

•

No extra security between MN and network: extra security mechanisms between the
mobile node and the network should be avoided.

•

Support for heterogeneous wireless link technologies: the network-based localized
mobility management approach should work for different wireless link technologies.

•

Support for unmodified MNs: the network-based localized mobility approach shouldn’t
require any modifications on mobile nodes.

•

Support for IPv4 and IPv6: the network-based localized mobility approach should work
for IPv4 and IPv6.

Looking at the currently available host mobility management protocols, such as Mobile IP,
Hierarchical Mobile IP, Fast Mobile IP or Cellular IP, none of them addresses all of the above
mentioned design goals in a satisfying way. For example, the majority of these protocols is not
transparent to MNs and consequently requires MN modification. Also these protocols send
signaling information up to the MN, and therefore via the wireless link.
For this reason the NetLMM WG of the IETF decided to establish a design team, which has been
tasked to architect a new NetLMM protocol.

6.2

Protocol Overview

This section gives an overview of a first protocol design for NetLMM [NETLMM]. This design
is mainly based on two entities handling the mobility within a localized mobility management
domain.
The Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) is a kind of first-hop access router within the networkbased localized mobility domain, to which mobile nodes (MNs) can connect to. This means that
a MAG represents the interface between a specific link layer technology used by the MN and the
NetLMM-based domain behind. Usually multiple MAGs are deployed within a single domain.
The Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) is a router in the NetLMM infrastructure, which maintains
the reachability of MNs within the localized mobility domain. For this purpose the LMA will
communicate with one or multiple MAGs using the NetLMM protocol. One or multiple LMAs
are deployed per localized mobility domain.
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Figure 6-1 shows this principle of MAGs and LMAs supporting localized mobility management.
For this purpose a tunnel is established between the MAGs and the LMAs. Via this tunnel data
from the MN will be sent, that is, the data bridges thereby the localized mobility management
domain from the MAG up to the LMA. In case a MN will roam to a new access router, the
routing of the MN’s IP address will be updated in order to be performed now via a new tunnel,
the tunnel from the LMA to the new access router (MAG) the MN connected to.
NetLMM supports the split of identifier and locator. This is achieved by using within the
NetLMM protocol identities for distinguishing the relevant nodes, such as MNs, MAGs and
LMAs. These identities are often also referred to as handles. A single node distinguished by its
respective identity could have multiple locators or addresses, which can be assigned to a single
or multiple interfaces of the node. The significant benefit of the identifier and locator split is that
NetLMM basically could run over protocols using different kind of addressing schemes, such as
IPv4 or IPv6. However, for each of these address ranges a mechanism taking care if the mapping
between identity and locator has to be available. In the very simple case one could use IP
addresses also as identifier, that is, in this case identifier and locator would be identical and
consequently no mapping would be required.
In NetLMM to each MN a complete address prefix will be assigned. This prefix could be
obtained from the LMA, or via local means, such as DHCP or stateless address
autoconfiguration. In the case where the MN obtains its address prefix locally, the LMA needs to
be informed about this assignment. The link between the MN and the MAG is considered as a
point-to-point link, that is, the MN can reach with its link-local address only the MAG, but no
other nodes.
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Protocol Procedures

The NetLMM protocol can be split into two phases:
•

Setup and Node Association phase: this phase comprises of all signaling which is not
related to a specific MN, such as the establishment of an association between MAG and
LMA, the continuous monitoring of this association, as well as its removal.

•

Mobility Management phase: this phase comprises of all signaling which is related to a
specific MN, such as registration and deregistration of MNs, update of the MN’s IP
address configuration, support of MN handover between different MAGs, as well as of
course the transport of data from MNs.

In the following the most important protocol procedures of the NetLMM protocol will be
described in more detail in order to provide a better understanding of the protocol.
For example Figure 6-2 shows the procedure of the MAG association. From its list of available
LMAs the MAG sends an Association Request to a LMA in order to establish an association
between them, that is, to set up control and data plane. The LMA acknowledges this by sending
back an Association Acknowledgement.
MN
MAG

LMA
Assoc iat ion R equest (Ha ndl e option,
data transport option)
Assoc iation Ac k ( Handle option, da ta tra nsport option,
sta tus option)

Figure 6-2:

MAG Association

In order to assess the availability of the link between MAG and LMA, which is the basis for any
MAG to LMA association, continuous Heartbeat messages are sent between the MAG and the
LMA, which are answered by Heartbeat Acknowledgement messages. In the case where no
acknowledgement message will be received after a certain time, the association between MAG
and LMA will be removed. This message exchange is outlined in Figure 6-3.
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MN
MAG

LMA
Heartbeat
Heartbeat Acknowledgement

Figure 6-3:

Link availability test

Both MAG and LMA can decide to remove the association between them, e.g. for reasons of
upcoming maintenance. This is handled by a Disassociation Request/Acknowledgement
exchange, which removes the data and control plane. Figure 6-4 illustrates this protocol
procedure.
MN
MAG

LMA
Disassociation Request (Handle option)
Disassociation Ack (Handle option, status option)

Figure 6-4:

MAG disassociation

Within the Mobility Management phase one important task is to handle the network access of a
MN as shown in Figure 6-5. When a MN attaches to the network, this will be indicated to the
MAG via some kind of local API, more precisely, the MAG will receive a MN_Access_Network
API event containing the MN ID. The ID of a MN could be specific to the technology used in the
access network, for example it could be as simple as the MN’s IPv6 or MAC address, or more
sophisticated, the MN’s SEND key. However, [NETLMM] provides no more specific
information about the MN ID to be used and the local API. The MAG then sends a Location
Registration to the LMA, including the IDs of the MN, the MAG and the LMA.
If the MN is not already registered at the LMA, the LMA generates a routing cache entry for it,
and sends back a Location Registration Acknowledgement with the IDs of the MN, the MAG
and the LMA. Additionally the LMA may decide to include in the acknowledgement an IP prefix
served by the LMA. In this case the MAG needs to make use of this prefix within any kind of
address allocation mechanisms it is providing. For example it needs to advertise this prefix in its
Router Advertisements sent to the MN, allowing stateless address autoconfiguration for the MN,
or act as DHCP relay making sure that appropriate addresses from this IP address prefix are
assigned.
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LMA
Location Registration Request (Handle option, ID option)
Location Registration Ack (Handle option, ID option,
Prefix Allocaton option, status option)

routing cache entry
generated for MN

IPv6 RA

Figure 6-5:

MN network access

After having registered with a MAG, the MN either configures its IP address via DHCP or
stateless address auto-configuration. The MAG has to become aware of this IP address
configuration, either by acting as DHCP relay itself, or monitoring the DAD process. Knowing
the MN’s configured IP addresses, the MAG informs the LMA about this by sending a MN
Location Registration Request including the MN’s current set of configured IP addresses in the
NetLMM Prefix Delegation options. The LMA replies with a respective Location Registration
Acknowledgement. If the registration was successful, the status option in the Location
Registration Acknowledgement indicates success, and the routing cache entries for the MN on
MAG and LMA are updated with the MN’s current set of configured addresses. This procedure
is shown in Figure 6-6. If the registration was not successful, the status option in the Location
Registration Acknowledgement indicates the respective failure (e.g. maximum number of IP
addresses allowed for a MN has been exceeded), and MAG and LMA do not update their
respective routing cache entries.
An MN IP address notification procedure can also happen in case the MN configures an
additional address at a later stage.
MN

MAG
IPv6 RA
IPv6 DAD

MAG routing cache entry
update for MN

LMA
Location Registration Request (Handle option, ID option,
Prefix Delegation option)
Location Registration Ack (Handle option, ID option,
status option)

Figure 6-6:

LMA routing cache entry
update for MN

MN IP address notification

Figure 6-7 illustrates another important functionality in NetLMM, the handover between two
MAGs. This is required in case the MN is moving, and attaches to a new access router. In this
case the MAG sends as usual a Location Registration Request. Here the LMA already has a
routing cache entry for the MN at a different MAG (previous MAG), consequently the LMA
doesn’t generate a new routing cache entry, but updates the existing one with the new MAG
information. Finally the LMA sends back a Location Registration Acknowledgement to the
MAG including a Prefix Allocation option to inform the MAG about which prefix it can use.
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Location Registration Request (Handle option, ID option)
Location Registration Ack (Handle option, ID option,
Prefix Allocaton option, status option)

IPv6 RA

Figure 6-7:

LMA routing cache entry
updated for MN

MAG to MAG handover

In certain cases it is no longer necessary for a MAG to maintain data like routing cache entries
for a MN, e.g if the MN attaches to a new MAG. This situation will be detected by the LMA
receiving Location Registration Requests for the MN from the new MAG. The LMA will then
send a Location Deregistration message to the old MAG, triggering the old MAG to remove the
MN from the MAG routing cache. This Location Deregistration can include a timer value in the
Deregistration Timeout option, indicating how long the removal of the MN from the MAGs
cache could be delayed. This delay of the deregistration process allows supporting make-beforebreak scenarios.
The respective message flow is shown in Figure 6-8.
MN
MAG

LMA
Location Deregistration Request (ID option, Handle
option, Deregistration Timeout option)
Location Deregistration Ack (ID option, Handle option,
Status option)

(delayed) MAG routing
cache entry for MN
removed

Figure 6-8:

(delayed) LMA routing
cache entry for MN
removed

Resource revocation

Consequently, in case the MAG detects (e.g. via a local API) that a MN detaches from its
network, it doesn’t need to take any action, but only have to wait until it is informed by a
Location Deregistration request message from the LMA as shown in Figure 6-8. After that the
MAG removes the MN’s entry from its routing cache. In case the MN doesn’t attach to another
MAG, and consequently the LMA cannot send a Location Deregistration message to the MAG,
in real deployment each MAG needs some additional mechanisms to remove old MN states.
[NETLMM] doesn’t explicitly specify such mechanisms, however, one possibility could be
using time-outs for the MAG state information, after which the respective state will
automatically be removed on the MAG. The MAG can then include in its Location Registration
Requests sent to the LMA the Registration Lifetime Option, which specifies the lifetime of the
respective state information generated due to Location Registration Requests. This way timeouts could be synchronised between MAGs and LMAs.
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A Location Deregistration could also be triggered administratively at the LMA, however,
[NETLMM] doesn’t specify more details about the nature of such triggers.
Finally one of the most important protocol procedures is the forwarding of data to a MN as
outlined in Figure 6-9. The MAG acts as stated already above as first-hop / default router for the
MN and therefore forwards and receives all the MN’s packets. These packets are routed from the
MAG to the LMA or vice versa. On the other side the LMA forwards / receives a MN’s packets
to / from outside the local mobility domain. MAG and LMA encapsulate MN’s packets when
forwarded between each other using tunneling mechanisms, such as IPv6-in-IPv6, GRE, or
others.
MN
MAG

LMA

IPv6 packet from
MN

IPv6 packet to MN

Encapsulated IPv6 packet from MN

IPv6 packet from
MN

Encapsulated IPv6 packet to MN

IPv6 packet to MN

Figure 6-9:

6.4

Data forwarding

NetLMM Assessment

Based on the evaluation criteria specified in Section 2 an assessment of NetLMM has been
performed and is described below.
6.4.1
•

Functional assessment
Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
As long as both communication endpoints (MNs) move within their respective Localized
Mobility Management Domain (LMMD), independently if they are located in the same or
in different LMMDs, they will keep their assigned IP address. Consequently it is possible
to support simultaneous movements of both communication endpoints and maintain
session continuity. Only in case one of the communication endpoints roams into a new
LMMD, its IP address will change, and NetLMM will no longer be able to provide
session continuity.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
It is possible to support host multihoming by NetLMM. A MN can configure multiple
IPv6 prefixes assigned to a single interface, however, all of them have to be registered at
the same LMA, that is, each MN only has a single LMA assigned each time.
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In case these multiple IPv6 prefixes are assigned to different interfaces, the MN can also
use NetLMM by attaching each of its interfaces to a different localized mobility domain.
However, attaching more than one interface to a single localized mobility domain would
cause problems, as the Location Registration of an interface will trigger the Location
Deregistration of a previously registered interface, that is, only one interface will be able
to keep registered at a single localized mobility domain.
Additionally LMAs and MAGs can have multiple IPv6 addresses themselves, that is, also
they can be multi-homed.
•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
Since the mobility management of NetLMM is constrained within Localized Mobility
Management Domains (LMMDs), NetLMM-aware service elements must be placed in a
single LMMD. While the placement of LMAs is flexible within each LMMD, MAGs
have to be placed as access router. Consequently the mobility anchor, that is the LMA,
can be placed anywhere, therefore the relativity modifier for this criterion is Any.

•

Robustness level and failover support
Failure recovery mechanisms are mainly achieved by the deployment of redundant key
components, i.e., multiple MAGs and multiple LMAs can be deployed in each single
LMMD. In order to detect failures, Heartbeat messages are periodically sent between the
LMA and the MAG. However, how to react in case of failures has not been specified in
the current draft [NETLMM]. As precise failover mechanisms are not specified yet, the
relativity modifier for this criterion is None.

•

Scalability
NetLMM does not target the global mobility management issue, but rather the provision
of a localized mobility approach. However, the NetLMM domain (which contains MNs,
LMAs, MAGs and in-between routing fabric) could spread over a very large
geographical area. The number of MNs per LMMD that the NetLMM protocol can
support is not limited as the level of scalability can be increased by increasing the
number of MAGs and LMAs. Assuming that the LMA is not statically configured on the
MAG, but dynamically discovered via an API on the MAG, the relativity modifier for
this criterion is High.
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Deployment assessment
Transparency to legacy applications
NetLMM is transparent to legacy applications because the NetLMM address of the MN
will be kept constant in case the MN changes its point of attachment. In this way session
continuity is provided as long as the MN roams within the LMMD.

•

Support for legacy hosts
The NetLMM protocol itself is transparent to MNs. Obviously, there are no specific
requirements on the nodes outside the NetLMM domain. However, NetLMM assumes
that the MN implements a number of other standard protocols. Examples are Neighbour
Discovery for IPv6, DNA, SEND, CGA, etc. Therefore the relativity modifier for this
criterion is Both.

•

Deployment effort
The NetLMM infrastructure requires a number of LMAs and MAGs. The number of
them depends on the size of the domain and the requirements for robustness. There is no
need to establish agreements (e.g., roaming agreements) between different LMMDs.
Currently no bootstrapping mechanism is defined for NetLMM. Designing a
bootstrapping approach could involve also service authorization, which can require
interworking with a backend AAA infrastructure and configuring IPsec Security
Associations (SAs) or IKE(v2) authentication credentials at the MAGs and LMAs.
In summary many components need to be deployed for NetLMM, but their functionality
has only limited complexity. Therefore the relativity modifier for this criterion is
Medium.

•

Operational effort
The effort for monitoring NetLMM components grow linearly with the number of
deployed entities in the NetLMM domain. Reconfiguration and manual re-keying effort
is expected to be limited to the NetLMM specific components. Therefore the relativity
modifier for this criterion is Low.

•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
The NetLMM draft [NETLMM] has pointed out some potential threats, but it does not
specify a new security infrastructure. However, it mentions as one possibility to address
these threats the use of IPSec ESP for securing signaling traffic between MAGs and
LMAs.
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Furthermore NetLMM gives an overview of plausibility checks for NetLMM control
messages. At the current level of specification the assumption is that the relativity
modifier for this criterion is Partial need.
•

Maturity
In its current stage, the technology is not ready for deployment. A version 2 draft of the
protocol has been issued in October 2006, and probably will experience minor
modifications and changes in future. The first prototyping work is currently ongoing.
Therefore the relativity modifier for this criterion is Low.

6.4.3
•

Security assessment
DoS resistance
In NELMM the flooding of LMAs and MAGs represent one possible DoS attack. To
secure the communication between LMA and MAG, preconfigured IPsec SAs could be
used. This would at least limit the number of possible DoS attacks. Therefore the
relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Support for location privacy
The MN obtains its IP address either by using DHCP (using stateful address
configuration), or by using stateless address autoconfiguration. While the MN roams
within the LMMD, it will continue to keep this address, that is, location privacy is given
in the LMMD. When the MN roams outside the LMMD, it needs to obtain a new
address, and location privacy is no longer given. Consequently any correspondent node
can trace the LMMD where the MN is located, but cannot figure out the exact location
of the MN within the LMMD. Therefore support for location privacy can be improved
building large LMMDs.

6.4.4
•

Performance assessment
Support for packet loss minimization
NetLMM can support “make before break” by sending Location Deregistration with a
Deregistration Timeout option, which allows simultaneous tunnels to be established
between the LMA and more than one MAG during handover procedure. However, the
possibility of seamless service provisioning depends on the possibility to do seamless
handover on L2 (outside the scope of NetLMM). IP packets can be cached, but may be
delayed. Under the assumption of exploiting the “make before break” capability of
NetLMM the relativity modifier for this criterion is High.
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Support for routing optimization
All traffic between the MN and its communication partner(s) must go through the LMA
(in and out). Even if the LMA is not located necessarily on the shortest path between the
MN and the communication partner, the number of additional hops should be very small
since all entities involved in a single NetLMM domain. Furthermore in many scenarios
routing optimization within the LMMD may not be needed at all. For example if the
access network has a tree topology and the LMA is placed in the root of the tree, it is
clear that routing optimization is not needed. Therefore, it’s not necessary to perform
routing optimization.

•

Support for signaling optimization
NetLMM is designed for minimizing signaling overhead via the air interface. NetLMM
only exchanges signaling information between MAGs and LMAs, and therefore does not
add any overhead on the air interface. Therefore the relativity modifier for this criterion
is Full.

6.4.5
•

Additional properties
Handover delay
The preliminary simulation on NetLMM protocol has been done by TI before the draft
[NETLMM] has been published. Through the simulation, it shows that the handover
delay of NetLMM is nearly as low as that of HMIPv6 and better than that of MIPv6
(with or without local HA).

•

DNS update
As the NetLMM intends to provide local mobility solution, a DNS update is required
each time the MN leaves the LMMD. However, when NetLMM is used in a combination
with MIPv6, only the CoA will change and no DNS update for the HoA would be
required. It is therefore better to regard NetLMM as a complementary support to MIPv6
rather than a contradictory solution.

•

Access authentication
NetLMM supports the integration of different network access technologies. That is,
either specific L2 access control mechanisms or a common L3 access control mechanism
such as PANA [PANA] can be used.
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Split of locator and identifier
NetLMM supports a locator/identifier split. All NetLMM protocol messages use
identifiers in order to identify specific nodes. This has the benefit of allowing the
NetLMM protocol to run over different addressing schemes, such as IPv4 or IPv6. The
NetLMM identifier needs to be resolved to a NetLMM locator for packet transmission.
In the simplest case an IPv6 address is also used as identifier, so no resolution is required.

•

Open issues
The draft still has many open issues:
1. More details need to be specified on how the routing cache of a MAG will be
cleaned up from states of MNs which leave a MAG and do not sign up at a new
MAG.
2. A bootstrapping process needs to be designed, containing e.g.
a. Mechanisms to have a MAG learning all available LMAs.
b. Mechanisms to decide about with which available LMAs the MN should
associate with.
c. Mechanisms to decide about which LMA the MAG should choose for
registration (required information for MN_Access_Network API).
3. It needs to be specified, how the mapping between locator and identifier will be
done.

6.5

Conclusions

NetLMM is a protocol that allows management of mobility in a localized domain. It has been
consequently designed to fulfil a list of requirements concerning the management of local
mobility in today’s wireless networks, such as the transparency to mobile nodes, the efficient
usage of the resources on the wireless link as well as the improvement of handover delay and
signaling. Even if the version 2 draft of the protocol still has some open issues to be addressed in
the future version, the NetLMM protocol design seems to be very promising in addressing the
respective requirements. However, concerning the actual chances of deployment, NetLMM may
face difficulties to compete with existing approaches used in standardization bodies like 3GPP
and WiMax, less as it is less performable than alternatives, but more as these standardization
bodies tend to stick to their established solutions for political and deployment reasons. A
competitive approach to NetLMM in these areas is for example Proxy MIPv6.
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From its nature NetLMM as localized mobility management protocol is basically suitable for
being combined with Mobile IPv6 as a global mobility management protocol. One obvious
approach for combining NetLMM and MIPv6 is using the IPv6 address which is assigned to a
MN while roaming within the localized mobility domain as its Mobile IPv6 CoA. In this way the
CoA remains the same as long as the MN stays within a certain localized mobility management
domain, and consequently no MIPv6 handover happens. A MIPv6 handover, requiring an update
of the Binding with the HA and potential CNs, only happens when the MN is roaming between
different localized mobility management domains. Clearly further investigation about the
detailed integration of NetLMM and MIPv6 is required, investigating, amongst other items,
handovers during local and global movement, as well as the bootstrapping and service
authorization phase.
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PROXY MOBILE IPV6 (PMIPV6)

7.

7.1

PMIPv6 Overview

PMIPv6 [PMIP6] is one of network-based mobility management protocols which can avoid
tunneling overhead over the air as well as hosts' involvement in mobility management. PMIPv6
focuses on extending MIPv6 [RFC3775] to achieve mobility due to two main reasons. The first
reason is that MIPv6 is a very mature mobility protocol for IPv6. There have been many
implementations and inter-operability events where MIPv6 has been tested. PMIPv6 may re-use
these mature mechanisms as much as possible to solve the real deployment problem. Second,
PMIPv6 allows re-using the MIPv6-aware home agents to provide mobility to hosts without
using any additional mobility management protocol.
PMIPv6 introduces a new entity, Proxy Mobile Agent (PMA), which acts as a relay node
between the HA and the mobile node. It also conceals the roaming information to the mobile
node by emulating its home link properties. On the one side, PMA performs the mobility
signaling on behalf of the mobile node. By establishing a tunneling between the home agent and
the PMA, any packet sent by the mobile node will be simply routed to the home agent over the
tunnel. When the PMA receives packets from the tunnel, it will forward them on the access link.
On the other side, the PMA makes the mobile node believe that it is always at its home link.

7.2

PMIPv6 Procedure

Totally, the PMIPv6 protocol consists of five phases:
•

Access Authentication
This procedure ensures a valid MN is accessing into the network, as shown in Figure 7-1.
Once a MN enters the PMIPv6-aware network and performs the access authentication, a
network home address/prefix must be specifically assigned for it. Meanwhile, MN firstly
presents its identifier, such as NAI, to the network for the purpose of access
authentication. Through a successful authentication by the policy server (e.g., AAA
server), the PMA can retrieve the MN's profile which is associated with MN’s current
identifier to identify the essential parameters for providing mobility services. For
example, MN’s profile may contain the MN’s home network prefix, permitted address
configuration modes and roaming policy. Moreover, the PMA emulates the home link
properties based on the information from the profile.
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MN

AAA-server
PMA
Access Initiation
(e.g. identifier)

AAA Request
(e.g. identifier)
MN Authenticated
AAA Reply
(e.g. MN’s policy profile)

MN’s policy profile
Authentication complete

Figure 7-1:

•

Access Authentication

Binding Update (BU)
This is the second phase as depicted in Figure 7-2, in which the PMA needs to register
the MN's new point of attachment with its home agent by sending a Proxy Binding
Update message. The contents of the message include the MN’s NAI option, alternate
CoA option (optionally) and a NAI identifier of the PMA that is sending this request. The
message will be then recognized through the MN's identifier. After receiving such a PBU
message, the HA will send an AAA Query to the AAA server for obtaining MN’s policy
profile. Typically, the policy information is configured in a policy store, such as AAA. If
the query can be validated, the AAA server will reply with MN-related policy
information to the HA.
Accordingly, the home agent will create a binding cache entry, a tunnel towards the PMA,
and as well as a route for the MN's home prefix. Upon receiving the Binding
Acknowledgment from the home agent, the PMA will create a reverse route over the
tunnel to the home agent. All traffic from the MN that the PMA receives in the role of a
default router will be routed to the HA over the established tunnel.
To protect the PMIPv6 signaling transmission, the PMA and the HA use Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP) header and non-NULL payload authentication algorithm to
provide data origin authentication, data integrity and optional anti-replay protection.
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AAA-server
PMA

HA
Proxy BU
(e.g. MN’s NAI)

AAA Query
(e.g. MN’s NAI)
AAA Reply
(MN’s policy info)

MN’s policy profile
Binding cache entry
Route for the MN’s
home network prefix
Proxy BU ACK
Tunnel

Figure 7-2:

•

Binding Update

Home Link Emulation
The third phase will be the home link emulation, where the PMA emulates the MN's
home interface on the access interface. Based on the MN’s policy profile, the PMA
obtains the information which contains the MN’s home prefix and other attributes
defined for the MN’s home link. Then, it sends Router Advertisement message with the
MN’s home link related information. Further, the PMA will act as a default router for the
MN.

•

MN’s address configuration
Figure 7-3 describes the whole procedure of MN’s address configuration. Based on the
flags specified in the Router Advertisement (RA), the MN will use either stateful or
stateless configuration methods for its interface configuration. In the RA message, only
the current link local address will be different from the one which MN received from the
previous router, which makes the MN believe that there is a new default router on the
home link. Then, the MN will obtain a valid home address for configuring its interface.
Further, in the current specification, the DAD procedure is not necessary since all
messages are sent and seen only by the MN and the serving PMA, and the network
prefix is specifically allocated to the MN.
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MN
PMA

Router Solicitation
Router Advertisement
Stateful or stateless
configuration
IP address Duplicated
Address Detection (DAD)
Complete configuration
For its interface

Figure 7-3:

•

Address Configuration

Packet Routing
For the packet routing, the home agent will route all received packets over the established
tunnel (shown in Figure 7-2) to the PMA. The PMA will forward them on the access link.
Certainly, the PMA will forward all the packets from the MN over the tunnel to the home
agent and then they will be routed to the destination.

7.3

PMIPv6 Operation

7.3.1

Home agent operation

Regarding with the home agent’s operations in the PMIPv6, it has four key differences from its
operation in the base protocol IPv6 [RFC2460]:
•

Management of a binding cache entry in order to properly route the packets to the MN
because the MN is not anchored on any physical interface on the HA.

•

Management of the specific correspondence between the MN’s home address and its
home network prefix.

•

Management of the route entry to specify whether the MN’s home prefix is reachable or
not.

•

Management of the binding updates sharing with the same Care-of-Address and possibly
the same tunnel in the case that multiple MNs are currently visiting the same PMA.
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Proxy mobile agent operation

With respect to the Proxy Mobile Agent, it performs the following three functionalities.
•

Management of serving MNs by maintaining a Visitor List.

•

Emulation of the MN’s home network on the access link.

•

Updating the current location of the MN to the home agent.

•

Setting up the tunnel to the home agent and maintaining such a tunnel.

•

Establishment of data path for enabling the MN to use its home address for
communication.

The bi-directional tunnel between the home agent and the PMA is configured as follows:
•

Tunnel source address is either home agent’s address or the PMA’s address.

•

Tunnel destination address is either the PMA’s address or the home agent’s address.

•

Tunnel encapsulation mode is IPv6 in IPv6.

7.3.3

Mobile node operation

The operations of MN can be classified into two aspects, which are bootstrapping and roaming:
•

Bootstrapping
o Presenting the identifier to the network for the access authentication.
o Sending Router Solicitation message to the PMA for address configuration.

•

Roaming
o Detection of its home network prefix.
o Disable Duplicate Address Detection (DAD).
o Update the default-router list.

7.4

PMIPv6 Assessment

Based on the evaluation criteria specified in Section 2, an assessment of PMIPv6 has been
performed and is described in the following.
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Functional assessment
Support for simultaneous movement of both endpoints
PMIPv6 uses Proxy Mobile Agent (PMA) to send Proxy Binding Updates. Each PMA
updates the current point of attachment to the home agent and hence support of
simultaneous movement of end hosts is guaranteed.

•

Support for simultaneous use of multiple interfaces (multihoming)
PMIPv6 alone cannot support end host multi-homing. However, it is possible that a MN
configures multiple home network prefixes and all of them have to be registered at the
same HA. Besides, each MN only has single serving PMA assigned each time.

•

Support for flexible placement of service elements
The mobility anchor in PMIPv6 is the HA. PMIPv6-aware service elements (i.e. PMAs)
must be placed in each PMIP domain since they have to emulate the home link properties
to make the MN believe that it is at its home link. While the placement of PMAs for each
PMIP domain is flexible, therefore the relativity modifiers concerning this criterion will
be Any.

•

Robustness level and failover support
Failure recovery mechanisms could be achieved by the deployment of redundant PMAs
in each network. In addition, the proxy binding update and associated acknowledgement
messages between proxy mobile agent and home agent will ensure the robustness. Thus,
the relativity modifier for this criterion is None since the failure recovery mechanisms
have not been specified in the current specification of PMIPv6.

•

Scalability
Similar to MIPv6, PMIPv6 makes use of IPv6 addresses which accommodate the
increasing number of mobile nodes and ensures that each mobile node has at least one IP
address, and as well as specified home network prefixes. However, in current proposal
PMA is statically configured within each PMIP domain (and no fine grained load sharing
across available PMAs is possible). That is, the scalability level is Medium.
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Deployment assessment
Transparency to legacy applications
PMIPv6 is transparent to legacy applications because once the address configuration is
complete, the mobile node will always able to use the IPv6 address anywhere within that
managed network where proxy mobile agents are deployed.

•

Support for legacy hosts
PMIPv6 certainly supports the legacy IPv6 hosts. Note the PMIPv6 alone does not
support communication with legacy IPv4 nodes. Therefore, the relativity modifier for this
aspect is Both.

•

Deployment efforts
The PMIPv6 infrastructure introduces a new functional entity, PMA, which is
responsible for performing the Proxy MIPv6 signaling on behalf of the MN. The number
of them may depend on the size of the domain and the requirements for robustness.
There is no need to establish agreements (e.g., roaming agreements) between different
PMIP domains. In summary the relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Operational efforts
In order to make PMIPv6 operational, one entity called proxy mobile agent (PMA) is
mandatory except for the operational requirement from MIPv6. The relativity modifier
for this criterion is Low.

•

Need to deploy new security infrastructure
PMIPv6 introduces a new functional entity, PMA to perform the Mobile IPv6 signaling
on behalf of the mobile node. Besides, it requires the valid home address to tunnel
packets and therefore it might be necessary to have the security infrastructure. Based on
the current specification, the relativity modifier for this criterion is Partial Need.

•

Maturity
PMIPv6 is mainly based on MIPv6 which can be regarded as a mature concerning
technology. In current stage, however, the PMIPv6 has not been deployed. So its
relativity modifier for this criterion is Low.
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Security assessment
DoS resistance
In PMIPv6, many attacks can be prevented by authenticating proxy binding updates.
Besides, both the PMA and the HA must support or should use the Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP) header in transport mode and must use a non-NULL payload
authentication, data integrity and operational anti-relay protection. Therefore, at the
current level of specification of PMIPv6 relativity modifier for this criterion is Medium.

•

Support for location privacy
The MN obtains its IP address either by using DHCP (using stateful address
configuration), or by using stateless address configuration. While the MN roams within
the managed network, it will continue to keep this address, that is, location privacy is
given in the PMIPv6-aware network.

7.4.4
•

Performance assessment
Support for packet loss minimization
In PMIPv6, proxy mobile agent prevents the mobile node from knowing the changes of
its location. PMA is responsible for updating bindings to the HA instead of the MN.
Therefore, this aspect of PMIPv6 should be Low.

•

Support for routing optimization
All traffic between the MN and its communication partner(s) must go through the PMA
(in and out). If there are hierarchical PMAs deployed in the same network, it might have
the necessity to perform routing optimization. Otherwise, it would be not useful.

•

Support for signaling optimization
PMIPv6 is designed for minimizing signaling overhead over the air. PMIPv6 only
exchanges signaling information between HAs and PMAs, and therefore does not add
any overhead on the air interface. Moreover, PMIPv6 allows the mobile node to move
within the managed network without changing its home address. The relativity modifier
for this aspect is Full.

7.4.5

Additional properties

Current PMIPv6 [PMIP6] is still under working process.
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Conclusions

In this section we’ve firstly given a brief overview about Proxy Mobile IPv6. Then, five basic
procedures, namely, Access Authentication, Binding Update, Home Link Emulation, MN’s
Address Configuration, and Packet Routing have been introduced. In terms of involved three
entities in PMIPv6, in section 7.3 their operations have been presented as well. Lastly, according
to the evaluation criteria mentioned in Section 2, the initial assessments of PMIPv6 are depicted.
Actually, the design of PMIPv6 follows the same architectural principal as NetLMM, which
handles mobility in a localized domain with minimal terminal involvement. PMIPv6 focuses on
maintaining a stable “home” address, whereas NetLMM proposes to maintain a stable “regional”
addresses. For PMIPv6, PMA performs the necessary mobility signaling with the home agent
(HA) on behalf of the MN. In this case, the MN’s movement will be updated at the HA but MN
itself always believes that it is on its home network. Differently, NetLMM hides the MN’s
movement from the HA if it moves within the domain, and maintains the reachability for the MN.
In summary, PMIPv6 is actually an extension to the existing MIPv6, which intends to provide
seamless mobility within a locality. As a lot of implementations of MIPv6 have been tested,
PMIPv6 likely has no collision with the realistic deployment issue. Currently, PMIPv6 is still
under development so that several other properties might be specified in the near future.
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SUMMARY TABLE

Table 8-1 shows a summary of all the technology assessments, allowing the reader to easily
compare the different mobility technologies evaluated in this deliverable.
Table 8-1. Evaluation summary table

Functional Criteria
Criterion

MIPv6

HIP

i3

SHIM6

NetLMM PMIPv6

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

None

Partial

Full

Full

None

None

High

High

Medium

High

High

Medium

Support for simultaneous
movement of both endpoints
Support for simultaneous
use of multiple interfaces
(multihoming)
Support for flexible
placement of service
elements
Robustness level and
failover support
Scalability

Home
only

Deployment Criteria
Criterion

MIPv6

HIP

i3

SHIM6

NetLMM PMIPv6

Support for legacy hosts

CN Only

None

None

None

Both

Both

Deployment Efforts

Medium

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Operational Efforts

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Transparency to legacy
applications
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No need

High

Partial

Partial

need

need

Medium

Low

No need

Low

Partial

Partial

need

need

Low

Low

Security Criteria
Criterion
DoS resistance

MIPv6

HIP

i3

SHIM6

Medium

High

High

High

NetLMM PMIPv6
Medium

Medium

Support for location privacy

Performance Criteria
Criterion
Support for packet loss
minimization

MIPv6

HIP

i3

SHIM6

NetLMM PMIPv6

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Low

None

None

Full

None

Full

Full

Support for routing
optimizations
Support for signaling
optimizations
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CONCLUSIONS

This deliverable has provided a state of the art analysis of the different Mobile IPv6 alternatives
currently under study within different standardization forums, as well as experimental
approaches published in the scientific literature. The analysis of each technology included an
overview of the technology, detailing the most important aspects and the possible mobilityrelated issues. After this description, an assessment of the technology has been done in order to
provide an in-depth evaluation of the mobility solution. In order to perform this assessment, a set
of evaluation criteria for mobility systems has been developed. All the technologies have been
assessed against those criteria and the results have been presented in a summary table for easy
comparison.
After this analysis and the comparison between of all these mobility solutions, we have identified
those that will have more chances to be deployed in the future. One thing that becomes clear
after this analysis is that the studied technologies can be classified into two different groups. On
the one hand, we have technologies that are disruptive in the sense that they are, in essence, a
substitute for Mobile IPv6. This is the case of all the indirection technologies (i.e. HIP, I3 and
related technologies). Future deployment of these technologies is a quite difficult task, as Mobile
IPv6 is a standardized solution that won’t likely be replaced by a different approach in a long
time. While they are undoubtedly interesting technologies that in some cases have the potential
for a great improvements over Mobile IPv6, there may be little benefit in continuing work on
them within ENABLE, as the chances of mid-term or even long-term deployment of these
solutions are very low.
On the other hand, we find that other mobility solutions studied in this document are conceived
as a complement to Mobile IPv6, basically supporting some optimization aspects. These
technologies are less disruptive and have a greater chance to be deployed. They also offer
significant improvements over the existing Mobile IPv6 standard, so they are ideal candidates for
further research within ENABLE. In particular, NETLMM, PMIPv6 (due to its recent adoption
by WiMAX) and Shim6 are the technologies that have been chosen to be studied and improved
in the second year of the project.
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